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**Cover photo:** ShanghaiPRIDE, a Chinese organization that hosted Pride events, including LGBTIQ art exhibits, for 11 years, suspended all its activities in 2020 under pressure from the Chinese government. (ShanghaiPRIDE/2020)
**Glossary**

**Bisexual:** The sexual orientation of a person whose primary sexual and romantic attractions are toward people of the same sex and people of a different sex.

**CSO:** Civil society organization.

**Cisgender:** Denoting or relating to a person whose sense of personal identity and gender correspond with their sex assigned at birth.

**Cisgender normativity:** A pervasive belief system that centers and naturalizes heterosexuality and the binary female–male sexes to the extent that the only two normal ways of being are cisgender heterosexual masculine men and cisgender heterosexual feminine women.

**Comprehensive sexuality education:** A curriculum-based rights- and gender-focused approach to sexuality education, whether in school or out of school, that aims to equip children and young people with the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that will enable them to develop a positive view of their sexuality, in the context of their emotional and social development.

**Conversion practices:** A term used to describe a process of cisgender, heteronormative indoctrination; that is, attempting to change, suppress, or divert one’s sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression, conducted by medical or mental health professionals, religious personnel, traditional or spiritual healers or practitioners, or other entities such as social or self-help groups. Outright and other LGBTIQ human rights organizations also use terms including “conversion therapy practices” and “sexual orientation and gender identity change efforts.” Conversion practices have more often been referred to as “conversion therapy,” a term that incorrectly suggests that treatment is needed for a disorder and that people can be converted to cisgender heterosexuality through such “treatment.”

**Gender nonconforming:** Behaving or appearing in ways that do not fully conform to socially prescribed gender roles and norms.

**Homophobia:** Fear of, contempt of, and/or discrimination against homosexuals or homosexuality, usually based on negative stereotypes of homosexuality.

**Homosexual:** The sexual orientation of a person whose primary sexual and romantic attractions are toward people of the same sex.

**ICCPR:** The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Interphobia or intersexphobia: Fear of, contempt of, or discrimination against persons with biological traits and sex characteristics that are regarded as not within the typical notions of female and male bodies. It is usually carried out through violence and discrimination, including through intersex genital mutilation.

Intersex: An umbrella term that refers to a range of biological traits and conditions that cause individuals to be born with chromosomes, gonads, and/or genitals that vary from what is considered typical for female or male bodies. Being intersex is a naturally occurring trait in humans; it is not pathological. Being intersex is not linked to sexual orientation or gender identity; intersex people can have different sexual orientations and gender identities and expressions.

Intersex genital mutilation: Medically unnecessary and invasive surgeries and treatments carried out on young intersex people, including babies, to achieve conformity with typical female or male bodies.

LGBTIQ: Lesbian, gay bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer; an inclusive term for groups and identities sometimes also grouped as “sexual and gender minorities.” This acronym is inclusive of a broad range of people; however, it is not exhaustive, nor is it universally accepted or used. We also use LGBTIQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer), LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender), LGBTQIA+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, intersex, asexual, and others), and LGBT+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and others) as needed and based on how groups self-identify. When discussing specific women’s issues, we use acronyms such as LBQ (lesbian, bisexual, and queer), or LBQI (lesbian, bisexual, queer, and intersex), or LBQT (lesbian, bisexual, queer, and transgender), as appropriate, based on the groups being discussed.

NGO: Non-governmental organization.

Sharia: Islamic religious law that lays down rules and principles to govern the lives of Muslims.

Transgender: An identity term for a person whose sex assigned at birth does not conform to their identified or lived gender. A transgender person usually adopts, or would prefer to adopt, a gender expression in tandem with their gender identity but may or may not desire to permanently alter their physical characteristics to conform to their gender identity.

Transgender men: Persons designated female at birth but who identify and may present themselves as men. Transgender men are generally referred to with male pronouns.

Transgender women: Persons designated male at birth but who identify and may present themselves as women. Transgender women are generally referred to with female pronouns.

Transphobia: Fear of, contempt of and/or discrimination against transgender persons and gender diverse and gender nonbinary persons, based on binary notions of gender identity.
Advancing the rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer (LGBTIQ) people worldwide depends on LGBTIQ people’s ability to organize themselves and build movements. When LGBTIQ people can form organizations and legally register those organizations, they can better articulate demands, raise and disburse funds, and implement activities. But clampdowns on civic activism generally, and on the rights of LGBTIQ persons specifically, threaten the ability of LGBTIQ organizations to register and operate as legal entities.

Outright International first examined the effect of laws and policies on LGBTIQ organizing within the civic space in a 2018 report. This new report, The Global State of LGBTIQ Organizing: The Right to Register and the Freedom to Operate, 2023, continues that work and examines changes that have occurred in the last five years that affect LGBTIQ organizations institutionalizing, forming sustainable local and national movements, and promoting the human rights of LGBTIQ persons everywhere. We examine how activists have built LGBTIQ civil society organizations (CSOs) from the ground up and engaged with state authorities in seeking registration, whether successful or not. Specifically, this research aims to:

1. Assess where organizations openly advocating for or serving LGBTIQ people can legally register and operate in 2023, compared to Outright’s 2018 findings.

2. Characterize the key challenges faced by LGBTIQ organizations in countries where legal registration is prohibited or hindered.

3. Document how organizations that have been able to register in the last five years have benefited from registration.

4. Recommend legal and policy changes that will facilitate enabling environments for LGBTIQ organizations to operate, as required under international human rights law.

For this report, Outright collected information on the right to register in 196 countries, all 193 UN member states as well as Kosovo, the Occupied Palestinian Territories, and Taiwan. We dove deeper into the ability of organizations to register in Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and Northern Africa, Asia and the Pacific, the Caribbean, Eastern Europe, and Latin America, with less focus on Western Europe and North America because in most countries in these regions, LGBTIQ organizations have long been able to legally register and operate freely, with this right rarely being contested. Of the 196 countries surveyed through desk research, questionnaires, and interviews, we found that LGBTIQ organizations exist and have been able to register openly in about 94 of them—though in several of these countries, registration is difficult for LGBTIQ groups and cannot be taken for granted—whereas in about 74 countries, LGBTIQ organizations exist, but cannot register and operate freely. In some instances, these groups have been
able to legally register, though without specificity about their work with or on behalf of LGBTIQ people. In two countries, Micronesia and Palau, we identified nascent LGBTIQ groups but it remains unclear whether registration as openly LGBTIQ organizations is possible. In at least 26 countries in the abovementioned regions of focus, as well as Monaco in Western Europe, Outright was not able to identify any LGBTIQ organizations operating at all. In 19 of those 26 countries, laws exist that criminalize same-sex intimacy or gender diversity, which likely pose obstacles to the formation of organizations. In the seven other countries in which we did not identify LGBTIQ organizations, there are no laws that criminalize LGBTIQ people, and the apparent absence of LGBTIQ organizing may stem from factors such as the country’s small population or the presence of social stigma.2

This report presents key regional findings as well as nine country case studies that discuss challenges LGBTIQ organizations experience in various climates.

Outright found, as in the 2018 report, that legal registration benefits civil society organizations’ sustainability and their ability to advance equality and human rights for LGBTIQ people. Many organizations view donors’ requirements for beneficiaries to be legally registered as the single most vital reason to seek and sustain registration, without which they would have no access to funding. However, a small number of funders find ways to fund non-registered organizations, including through fiscal sponsors, discussed below.

Generally, LGBTIQ organizations view the lack of legal status as an impediment to organizational growth and the development of national LGBTIQ rights movements, as it can foster the invisibility of LGBTIQ organizations in the eyes of state bodies and the general public. This invisibility increases the difficulties of advancing inclusive and non-discriminatory policies to benefit LGBTIQ people. In countries where LGBTIQ organizations cannot operate or register freely, there is usually the accompanying trend of widespread human rights violations against sexual and gender minorities, ironically increasing the need for such organizations to cater to their needs.

Certain governments actively work to undermine all civic activism, particularly targeting criticism of government policies, pro-democracy activism, and human rights advocacy. In these countries, freedom of association is curtailed through the use of repressive laws, including laws that require organizations receiving any foreign funding to register as “foreign agents” and laws that allow for the surveillance of human rights activists. Security sector officials, often at politicians’ bidding, use criminal charges and violence to crush civic space and silence critical voices. Where civic space is under attack generally, LGBTIQ groups often face compounded challenges: their activism may fail to galvanize the public support that can amass around other victims of state repression; LGBTIQ activists may face increased challenges in temporarily or permanently relocating in a safe place outside their city or country if they are targeted; if arrested, they are more likely to experience gender-based violence during arrest and in custody. Because domestic funding sources may be unavailable for LGBTIQ organizations operating in spaces that are generally hostile to LGBTIQ people’s human rights, LGBTIQ organizations are among the sectors of civil society most impacted by “foreign agent” laws.

2 These seven countries are the Central African Republic, Djibouti, Gabon, the Marshall Islands, Monaco, Nauru, and Sāo Tomé and Principe. None of these countries criminalize same-sex intimacy or explicitly ban organizations working on LGBTIQ issues. In several of them, however, social stigma is intense enough that it is difficult to imagine organizations being permitted to register legally. In others, a small population size combined with a recent history of criminalization may slow the development of LGBTIQ civil society, but organizations may be more likely to emerge and register in the near future.
In other countries, civic space is specifically limited for LGBTIQ organizations as a result of institutionalized discrimination. There is significant overlap between countries that criminalize same-sex intimacy and those in which LGBTIQ organizations cannot openly register, although the latter set of countries is much broader. Institutionalized discrimination occasionally takes shape in official laws or policies that attack the freedom of association, such as Nigeria’s Same-Sex Marriage Prohibition Act 2013, which explicitly prohibits “registration of gay clubs, societies and organizations, their sustenance, processions and meetings,” and Uganda’s Anti-Homosexuality Act 2023, assented to by President Yoweri Museveni on 29 May 2023, which prohibits non-governmental organizations from “promoting” or even “normalizing” homosexuality. In other countries, laws on the registration of organizations include vague language prohibiting organizations from working on issues termed contrary to public morality. Often, even in the absence of restrictive laws that deny freedom of association, unspoken barriers shaped by criminalization and LGBTIQ-phobia result in LGBTIQ organizations being denied access to registration.

Some organizations get around restrictions or impediments by seeking registration without being open about their work on LGBTIQ rights. Some LGBTIQ organizations do not attempt to register at all, either because they know the attempt will be futile, because they fear state surveillance, or as a result of burdensome and expensive bureaucratic requirements. Lengthy bureaucratic processes result in many organizations remaining unregistered and impede freedom of association even when this is not the result of official bias.

This report demonstrates the many positive outcomes of LGBTIQ organizations existing freely and openly, and highlights the pressing challenges LGBTIQ organizations experience in countries where their legal registration and freedom to operate is hindered by laws or social norms. This report also lays out the benefits of registration, particularly improved access to funding, as well as possible negative consequences, such as increased state surveillance.

LGBTIQ people’s equality, dignity, and well-being are invariably linked to the freedom to form associations and publicly advocate for the causes that matter to them and their communities. Outright urges governments and other stakeholders worldwide to recognize and advance LGBTIQ people’s rights to freedom of association, assembly, and expression, exemplified through the ability of LGBTIQ organizations to register as legal entities, carry out public advocacy, and operate freely without legally or socially imposed restrictions.

---
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Recommendations

To National Legislatures Around the World:

- Repeal laws criminalizing same-sex acts between consenting adults.
- Repeal laws criminalizing gender diversity.
- Repeal laws mandating the registration of civil society organizations as so-called foreign agents and requiring disclosure of their sources of funds and foreign donors.
- Repeal all laws that prohibit public support and advocacy for LGBTIQ people’s rights and that limit LGBTIQ people’s freedom of expression, assembly, and association.
- Repeal all laws that prohibit civil society organizations from operating without being registered. Registration should be a tool to facilitate tax status, certain financial transactions, and access to certain platforms for government engagement: not a requirement for any group of people engaged in grassroots mobilization, advocacy or civic engagement.
- Enact laws specifically allowing the registration of civil society organizations, with exceptions only in cases provided for under international human rights law.
- Develop simple, streamlined processes that allow organizations to register without undue bureaucratic requirements.
- Enact laws that protect against discrimination, including on the grounds of sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, and sex characteristics.

To the Executive Arms of Governments Around the World:

- Enact policies and regulations that ensure that all civil society organizations, including LGBTIQ organizations, can register and operate freely.
- Enact policies that effectively prevent and punish violence on the grounds of sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, and sex characteristics.
- Publicly condemn hate speech and human rights violations of LGBTIQ persons including the violation of rights to freedom of assembly, expression, association, and right to equality before the law.
- Refrain from assenting to laws that infringe upon the right to freedom of association, as well as laws that criminalize same-sex sexual conduct between adults, gender diversity, or advocacy and public support for the rights of LGBTIQ people.

---

4 This set of recommendations applies particularly in the 100 countries where LGBTIQ civil society organizations exist but cannot openly register nor operate freely, and the countries where LGBTIQ organizations do not exist at all due in part to criminalization same-sex intimacy or gender diversity or due to unchecked social stigma.
To Funders of Civil Society Organizations:

• Provide increased, flexible, and sustainable funding to LGBTIQ organizations, including those unregistered and unable to register and those working in hostile or unfriendly legal contexts.

• Provide targeted funding to assist LGBTIQ organizations in attaining legal registration.

• Provide increased funding for strategic litigation to enable LGBTIQ organizations to challenge laws that violate human rights guaranteed by national constitutions or under international human rights law.

• Provide emergency funds for organizations facing challenges to their existence and operations by state bodies.
Methodology

This report is an update to Outright’s 2018 report, *The Global State of LGBTIQ Organizing: The Right to Register*. Outright relied on a combination of one-on-one interviews, surveys, and desk research in order to determine in which countries LGBTIQ organizations could register openly and operate freely, and to learn about the obstacles that impeded registration or operations in countries where LGBTIQ organizations could not do so. Outright interviewed 18 LGBTIQ activists, both remotely and in person, between January 2022 and March 2023. We circulated a questionnaire to 211 targeted respondents, in 35 countries of particular interest for this research, who are part of LGBTIQ organizations or otherwise work with LGBTIQ persons. The survey yielded 71 responses. We also conducted internet research on the existence of LGBTIQ organizations and their ability to operate in different countries, relying on news articles, human rights reports, organizations’ own websites and social media pages, and texts of laws. Interviewees and survey respondents included lawyers, activists, academics, and others with knowledge of how LGBTIQ organizations work in their countries. The questionnaire included 21 questions regarding whether respondents’ organizations are registered, whether they can register and operate openly, how registration was achieved, and how operations are carried out.

All interviewees and participants provided informed consent. The consent form explained the purpose of the research, how the information given would be used, and that respondents could end the interview at any time, ask questions, decline to participate, and choose whether their names or the names of their organizations would be disclosed in this publication. In some cases, the names of respondents or organizations have been withheld for security reasons.

For the data on sub-Saharan Africa, Outright obtained additional information on organizations’ registration statuses through grant application forms submitted to Outright’s 2020 COVID-19 emergency fund.

Most interviews were conducted in English. In three cases, we conducted interviews in Arabic, French, and Russian with English language translations provided. The questionnaire could be completed in Arabic, Chinese, French, Bahasa Indonesia, Portuguese, Russian, or Spanish. Professional translators, volunteers, and Outright staff members provided translations for questionnaires and responses. In certain limited instances, Outright used Google Translate to aid understanding and communication.

Outright chose the countries and regions to survey based primarily on where Outright presently works. Organizations in Australia, North America, and most parts of Western Europe were not included in the survey.

---

This research faced some limitations. First, we could not reach activists in some countries due to security risks. In these instances, we relied on activists who had left the country and had extensive relevant expertise. Among the 35 targeted countries in our research, we received limited responses from Georgia, Turkey, Uzbekistan, and Yemen. We sought to verify the information these sources provided via reliable online resources and other contacts.

It is difficult to draw direct comparisons between Outright’s quantitative findings in 2018 and those in 2023. The 2018 research reported that 109 countries permitted the legal registration of LGBTIQ organizations, while in 55 countries, LGBTIQ organizations that existed did so without being able to register legally, and in 30 countries, no LGBTIQ organizations were identified. Outright’s 2023 research found that LGBTIQ organizations exist and can register openly, as LGBTIQ organizations, in 94 countries. LGBTIQ organizations exist but cannot register and operate freely in 74 of them. In two countries, nascent groups exist but it is unclear if registration as openly LGBTIQ organizations is possible. In 26 countries, we did not identify any LGBTIQ organizations, although this did not necessarily mean there were legal barriers to registration. The larger number of countries identified in 2023, compared to 2018, in which organizations exist but cannot legally register does not reflect a drastic deterioration in freedom of association, although in a few countries, such freedoms have indeed declined. Rather, these differences stem primarily from the more distinct metrics adopted for this research, including confirmation with activists on the ground as to whether they were able to register openly as LGBTIQ organizations, as well as whether government policies made it extremely challenging for civil society organizations to register at all, regardless of their areas of focus.

In March 2023, the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, and Intersex Organization (ILGA) published a database analyzing laws, international human rights instruments, and UN initiatives as they impact LGBTIQ people’s rights. Its legal framework examines legal barriers to freedom of association, among others, finding that there are at least 57 countries with legal barriers impacting the rights of LGBTIQ people to freedom of association. Outright’s research examines the legal frameworks, sociocultural barriers, and activists’ experiences working in countries worldwide, finding that in many countries, despite the lack of formal legal barriers, registration is not possible. The two sets of results can be viewed as complementary, reflecting the legal, socio-political, and cultural situations that impact LGBTIQ organizations’ ability to register and operate.
I. Introduction
I. Introduction

Context and Background

In 2018, Outright sought to examine the ability of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer (LGBTIQ) organizations to operate around the world, the risks that threatened their operations, and the strategies they deployed to protect their growing movements. Outright found that in many countries, access to legal registration for LGBTIQ organizations was severely restricted. As a result, LGBTIQ human rights defenders worked with fewer resources than mainstream civil society organizations and faced more danger.\(^6\)

This new report on the right to register presents findings gathered in 2022 and 2023 on the extent and ability of LGBTIQ organizations to register and operate, the legal and social impediments to registration, and what factors have arisen over the last four years that influence LGBTIQ movement building across the world.

Many countries continue to restrict the registration of LGBTIQ organizations, whether through laws restricting the operations of non-governmental organizations (NGOs)—including so-called foreign agent laws—or through discriminatory practices that specifically target organizations working on gender and sexuality. Where LGBTIQ organizations cannot register openly, they often devise other strategies such as registering under general human rights, women’s rights, health, youth, or development themes. In some cases, civil society organizations register as for profit or not-for-profit companies, which may require less bureaucratic obstacles than NGO registration.

Legal status provides salient benefits for an organization. Registration means that CSOs are legitimately connected to the state and are recognized by institutional and individual stakeholders. Registration can be pivotal in the implementation of activities to meet set organizational and movement objectives. In some climates, registration can provide protection for staff and volunteers as they implement their activities. Legal registration can lead to better access to funding streams, opportunities to collaborate with other civic actors, and engagement with political leaders regarding legal and policy reform. The registration of LGBTIQ organizations can also provide important public acknowledgement of state recognition of human and LGBTIQ rights movements. It facilitates CSOs’ engagement and collaboration with international, academic, and public institutions. Many organizations view donors’ requirements for beneficiaries to be registered as the most important reason and benefit of registration, without which they would have limited or no access to funding. Registration also allows organizations to operate bank accounts, own and rent property, enter into contracts, and even create job opportunities for LGBTIQ and other marginalized persons. Some organizations that are not registered are able to receive funds through fiscal sponsors.

and accrue some of these benefits, but even identifying supportive fiscal sponsors can be a challenge in some countries in which the legal, political and social environment is hostile to LGBTIQ human rights or to civil society more generally.

**Fiscal Sponsorship**

Fiscal sponsors are not-for-profit organizations who provide administrative and financial management, through receiving, managing and disbursing or otherwise managing tax-exempt funds, to newer and growing organizations. Many organizations that are unregistered seek and access funding using fiscal sponsors.

In some cases, organizations may choose not to register, despite these benefits, so as not to risk deregistration, monitoring or surveillance by state authorities, or even just to sidestep burdensome and expensive administrative and legal requirements. Nonetheless, lack of legal status for LGBTIQ organizations is generally viewed as an impediment to organizational growth and the development of national LGBTIQ rights movements. Being unregistered fosters the invisibility of LGBTIQ organizations and people with state bodies, impeding efforts to contribute to inclusive and non-discriminatory policies to benefit LGBTIQ persons.

Outright undertook this research project to document the challenges and successes in LGBTIQ rights movement building globally, and to expose the levels of discrimination against LGBTIQ people and organizations, including in accessing the human right to freedom of association. We found that national laws regulating the non-profit sector have differing consequences for mainstream human rights NGOs and LGBTIQ NGOs. Nigeria stands out for its explicit prohibition on “gay clubs, societies and organizations,” and Uganda’s Anti-Homosexuality Act, enacted in May 2023, prohibits any organization from “promoting” or even “normalizing” same-sex intimacy or LGBTIQ equality.\(^7\) In other countries, including Ghana and Kenya, members of parliament have introduced such laws or have stated the intention to do so.\(^8\) Abusive governments have cracked down on human and LGBTIQ peoples’ rights, as in China, and conflicts, coups, and humanitarian crises have impacted LGBTIQ movement building, as in Afghanistan, Myanmar, Sudan, and Ukraine.\(^9\) Compared to our findings in 2018, there are few indications that states are making progress in facilitating LGBTIQ movement building, and some signs that more states are seeking to impede it. These include attempts to criminalize LGBTIQ organizing and restrict so-called gender ideology and the continued clampdown on LGBTIQ visibility events, such as Pride.

---


LGBTIQ and human rights civil society movement building are particularly relevant in international human rights law, under which the rights to freedom of association and assembly are well established, especially through article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\textsuperscript{10} Restrictions on this right must serve legitimate purposes and aim to protect other human rights, in accordance with human rights principles.

**List of Countries Where Outright Identified No LGBTIQ Organizations**

The following table lists countries in which Outright identified no LGBTIQ organizations in 2018 and 2023.

Identifying countries in which LGBTIQ organizations exist is not an exact science. Many organizations are deeply underground. In some countries, small collectives and informal groups of friends united around their diverse sexual orientations and gender identities may exist, and whether they are considered “organizations” may depend on participants’ or other stakeholders’ perspectives. While this table is based on extensive research, Outright found in 2023 that we had missed organizations in 2018 that already existed in the Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, and Uzbekistan. It is feasible that our 2023 list equally includes omissions. The presence of a country on this list does not necessarily mean that the environment is too hostile for LGBTIQ organizations to register and operate. In some very small countries, especially island states that have decriminalized same-sex intimacy in the last decade, such as São Tomé and Príncipe or Nauru, LGBTIQ civil society may be slow to emerge and to connect with international movements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>LGBTIQ CSO Identified in 2018\textsuperscript{11}</th>
<th>LGBTIQ CSO Identified in 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Afghanistan</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bahrain</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Central African Republic</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chad</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Comoros</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Djibouti</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Eritrea</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Gabon</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. The Gambia</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{11} The 2018 list has been updated based on findings after the publication of Outright’s 2018 report. That did not include Brunei Darussalam, Libya, São Tomé and Príncipe, Tuvalu, and the United Arab Emirates on its list of 30 countries in which no LGBTIQ organizations existed, but Outright later determined there were likely not LGBTIQ organizations operating in those countries at that time. In addition, after publishing the 2018 report, Outright identified LGBTIQ organizations that had already existed in the Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, and Uzbekistan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>LGBTIQ CSO Identified in 2018</th>
<th>LGBTIQ CSO Identified in 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democratic People’s Republic of Korea/North Korea</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Islands</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micronesia</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nauru</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palau</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marino</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Tomé and Príncipe</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian Arab Republic</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuvalu</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total number of countries with no known LGBTIQ CSOs**

2018: 32  
2023: 26
II. Overview of Regional Trends
II. Overview of Regional Trends

In the six regions surveyed, we note that the situation in all countries can be categorized into cases where registration as an openly LGBTIQ organization is generally possible, and where it is generally not possible or expressly prohibited. The table represents the data on the ability of LGBTIQ organizations to register openly across six regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of countries surveyed</th>
<th>Sub-Saharan Africa</th>
<th>Asia and the Pacific</th>
<th>Latin America</th>
<th>The Caribbean</th>
<th>Middle East and North Africa</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Other (Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Countries where LGBTIQ CSOs exist and can generally register openly</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries where LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally not possible</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries where no known LGBTIQ organizations exist, but there are no clear legal barriers to registration same-sex intimacy and LGBTIQ organizing are not legally prohibited</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries where no known LGBTIQ organizations exist, and there are likely barriers to registration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nascent LGBTIQ organizations exist but unclear whether registration as openly LGBTIQ organizations is possible</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12 in the regional sections that follow, this category is broken up into two tiers: “prohibited or generally impossible” and “challenging and often not possible.”
Among our regions of focus, Latin America is the region that most consistently facilitates the open registration and operation of LGBTIQ organizations, although this does not mean that LGBTIQ movements in these countries operate without challenges. In comparison, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) and sub-Saharan Africa regions present extremely challenging environments for LGBTIQ organizations to register and operate, and in Asia, challenges also persist.

The MENA region had the largest proportion of countries where we could not identify any operating LGBTIQ organizations. Even in more challenging regions however, many organizations operate under the radar, and the number of countries with at least one LGBTIQ organization has increased since 2018. The countries with an apparently new presence of LGBTIQ organizations—with the caveats noted above—were in diverse regions, such as MENA (Libya), sub-Saharan Africa (Chad, Madagascar, and Somalia), the Pacific (Micronesia and Palau), and Europe (San Marino).

**Sub-Saharan Africa**

In sub-Saharan Africa, civil society organizations face challenges in openly registering as LGBTIQ organizations in many of the countries surveyed. The widespread institutionalization of homophobia, transphobia and, more overtly recently, intersexphobia, combine to create hostile climates for LGBTIQ organizations to exist and operate.

As a result, a strategy which works for many is to register as organizations working on health, women's rights, youth, or development, allowing LGBTIQ activists platforms for building movements working for the advancement of LGBTIQ people's human rights. In other cases, LGBTIQ activists join forces with existing, registered civil society organizations that focus on a wide range of human rights or other social issues, and establish and run LGBTIQ-specific programs that are sheltered and protected within a broader NGO umbrella.

Civil society organizations in Botswana, Cabo Verde, Lesotho, Seychelles, and South Africa reported that they can legally register even where they clearly identify themselves as working with LGBTIQ populations. In Angola and Mozambique, while registration as an LGBTIQ organization has been achieved by some organizations, respondents reported that it is often not possible. In the 35 other sub-Saharan African countries where Outright identified LGBTIQ organizations, as indicated on the map below, registration as LGBTIQ organizations is prohibited or is almost entirely impossible. In eight sub-Saharan African countries—Central African Republic, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Gabon, The Gambia, São Tomé and Príncipe, and South Sudan—Outright did not identify any LGBTIQ organizations in 2023.

---

Findings on LGBTIQ Organizations’ Registration in Sub-Saharan African Countries

This map reflects responses from activists and Outright’s desk research about laws, policies, and norms in these countries. It also includes data obtained from applicants to Outright’s 2022 COVID-19 Fund. The categories reflect general perceptions, but some organizations may have different experiences than others. Although in this map we used the umbrella LGBTIQ term, we are aware that the experiences of organizations may differ depending on whether they are working primarily on issues impacting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer people.

Sub-Saharan African Countries with No Identified LGBTIQ Organizations 2023

1. Central African Republic
2. Comoros
3. Djibouti
4. Eritrea
5. The Gambia
6. Gabon
7. São Tomé and Príncipe
8. South Sudan

---

This map reflects responses from activists and Outright’s desk research about laws, policies, and norms in these countries. It also includes data obtained from applicants to Outright’s 2022 COVID-19 Fund. The categories reflect general perceptions, but some organizations may have different experiences than others. Although in this map we used the umbrella LGBTIQ term, we are aware that the experiences of organizations may differ depending on whether they are working primarily on issues impacting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer people.
The prevalence of laws in Africa criminalizing same-sex sexual conduct and identities thwarts the ability of LGBTIQ advocacy groups to demand rights protections and build movements. Twenty-five of sub-Saharan Africa’s 48 countries expressly criminalize consensual same-sex acts between adults, whether as legal relics of colonialism or through laws introduced by post-colonial legislation. In most African countries where homosexuality is not criminalized, LGBTIQ persons and organizations nevertheless face various forms of persecution and explicit discrimination.

Many LGBTIQ organizations in Africa therefore seek registration through focusing on what is known as “key populations” work, referring to populations disproportionately impacted by the HIV pandemic including men who have sex with men, transgender women, people who inject drugs, sex workers, and people in prisons. Other organizations describe themselves as working with youth or young persons in skills acquisition, capacity development, sexuality education and human rights training, or they register as human rights or women’s rights groups. Ultimately, in many African countries, LGBTIQ groups increasingly find strategic ways to register as legal entities, despite restrictive laws, even where open registration is impossible or improbable. However, some continue to work almost entirely underground, as in Senegal, where an activist told Outright that frequent arrests of individuals on charges of same-sex conduct impede movement-building and “affect the morale of LGBTIQ persons, it makes us feel like second-class citizens.” The situation has “rendered us illegal entities in a country that is supposed to be a free country, making us look clandestine.”

LGBTIQ activists and organizations have gone to the courts to challenge restrictions on their registration or operation, with varying degrees of success. In Eswatini, which criminalizes same-sex intimacy under common law, in 2022 the Eswatini Sexual and Gender Minorities organization challenged the refusal of the Registrar of Companies to allow its registration. The High Court in Eswatini upheld the registrar’s decision disallowing the group from registering on the basis that all rights are subject to laws prevailing in the country, including the law criminalizing sodomy. In June 2023, the Supreme Court in Eswatini ruled in favor of the LGBTIQ group, setting aside the refusal of the Registrar of Companies to register Eswatini Sexual and

18 Responses by Adama N. (pseudonym) to Outright questionnaire, March 2022
Gender Minorities as a non-profit. In Uganda, where consensual same-sex intimacy is also criminalized, the Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB) in 2016 rejected the registration of Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMUG) on grounds that its name was “undesirable.” In 2018, SMUG filed a High Court case charging the URSB with violations of freedom of association. The court ruled in URSB’s favor, claiming the name would encourage the commission of criminal acts. SMUG’s appeal against the ruling is currently pending. As part of a crackdown on LGBTIQ human rights activism in 2022, the government forcibly shut down SMUG for operating without being registered. SMUG described this shutdown and the Ugandan Government’s “refusal to legalize SMUG’s operations” as an indicator of the treatment of “Ugandan gender and sexual minorities as second-class citizens.” The UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders, the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, and the Independent Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity issued a communication to the Government of Uganda condemning the closure of SMUG and asking the government to explain how this action was consistent with Uganda’s treaty obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Activists in Uganda had hoped they might be vindicated in the courts because of positive precedents in other Southern and Eastern African countries. In 2016 the Botswana Court of Appeal had ordered the registration of an organization called the Lesbians, Gays and Bisexuals of Botswana (LEGABIBO) on the basis that refusal of registration was unlawful and a violation of the right to freedom of association. Two Kenyan organizations, Transgender Education and Advocacy and the National Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (NGLHRC), won cases regarding their right to register in 2014 and 2015 respectively, with the NGLHRC ruling upheld by the Supreme Court in February 2023.

The Kenya cases, and NGLHRC’s legal battle in particular, illustrate the possible benefits of strategic litigation on the right to register in countries like Kenya where non-discrimination provisions are open-ended, and the judiciary is relatively independent. The 2023 Supreme Court of Kenya ruling on NGLHRC and its aftermath also illustrate the risks of backlash.

The case dates to 2013, when NGLHRC initially sought to reserve a name with the regulatory body Non-Governmental Organizations Coordination Board (NGO Board) for purposes of registration as an NGO. It proposed five names: Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Council, Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Observancy, Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Organisation, Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission, and Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Collective. The NGO Board declined to approve all suggested names, relying on the authority that it could do so in situations where the names, in the opinion of the Executive Director were “repugnant to or inconsistent with any law” or “otherwise undesirable.” In response, Eric Gitari on behalf of the Commission instituted Petition No. 440 of 2013 at the Constitutional and Human Rights Division of the High Court, seeking declaratory relief on the argument that the Board violated the constitutionally guaranteed right to associate and assemble.

The High Court found in favor of Gitari. It also noted that although the right to the freedom of association could be restricted under very limited circumstances according to article 24 the Constitution, it could not be restricted on the basis of sections 162, 163, or 165 of the Penal Code, which criminalize “gross indecency” and “carnal knowledge against the order of nature.” Furthermore, the Court ruled that the said provisions did not “criminalize homosexuality or the state of being homosexual.”

The decision prompted an appeal by the Board to the Court of Appeal through Civil Appeal No. 145 of 2015. The Court of Appeal affirmed the decision of the High Court, which prompted Petition No. 16 of 2019 before the Supreme Court of Kenya. On 24 February 2023, the apex court affirmed the decisions of the two lower superior courts, thus concluding a decade-old fight for the right to register as an LGBTIQ organization.

However, the ruling has caused nationwide debate and negative backlash against LGBTIQ persons, communities, and organizations. In February 2023, a Kenyan member of Parliament proposed a new law that would criminalize the so-called “promotion of homosexuality,” including operating an organization “which promotes or encourages homosexuality” or normalizes prohibited conduct.

---

The proposed Kenyan law is among several new laws in sub-Saharan Africa that explicitly seek to prohibit various approaches to advocacy around LGBTIQ rights. In addition to criminalizing homosexuality and “unnatural offences” under Sharia law and its Penal and Criminal Codes, Nigeria’s Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act (SSMPA), passed in 2013, was the first law on the books in Africa and around the world to explicitly outlaw “gay clubs, societies and organizations.” The Nigerian model is gaining popularity. In Ghana, as discussed in greater detail in the case studies below, a proposed anti-LGBTIQ bill would prohibit LGBTIQ “propaganda, advocacy, support and other promotional activities.” In Uganda, in March 2023, Parliament in Uganda passed a draconian Anti-Homosexuality Bill which would criminalize promotion of homosexuality; specifically, operating an organization “which promotes or encourages homosexuality” or “normalizes” prohibited conduct. The Bill, which also shockingly calls for the death penalty for some forms of consensual same-sex conduct, has now received the president’s assent.

Asia and the Pacific

LGBTIQ activism in Asia and the Pacific is robust, but, as also found in 2018, legal, social, and bureaucratic realities impede registration. The diversity rife in this region makes identifying broad regional trends challenging. Among the 42 Asian and Pacific countries Outright surveyed, activists stated that it is possible for LGBTIQ organizations to register openly in 14. In nine Asian and Pacific countries, Outright could not identify any LGBTIQ organizations in 2023. Many Asian and Pacific LGBTIQ groups register as general human rights organizations where laws and negative social perceptions impede their ability to register and operate openly.

Much of the following analysis applies primarily to Asian countries, and the information on Pacific countries is limited. Outright recognizes that different regional dynamics impact LGBTIQ organizing in the Pacific as compared to Asia and will seek to draw out these differences further in future reporting.

---

37 The NGO Act of 2016 already states that no organization is permitted to “engage in any act, which is prejudicial to the interests of Uganda and the dignity of the people of Uganda;” a provision that could be used prejudicially against LGBTIQ organizations given the institutionalized nature of anti-LGBTIQ bias in Uganda.
39 Note: countries in the Middle East region that are located in Asia are addressed in the section on the Middle East and North Africa, below.
Findings on LGBTIQ Organizations’ Registration in Asia and the Pacific

*Countries where organizations working with transgender or Hijra populations can register and operate openly, but organizations focused on sexual orientation cannot.

This map reflects responses from activists and Outright’s desk research about laws, policies and norms in these countries. It also includes data obtained from applicants to Outright’s 2022 COVID-19 Grant. The categories reflect general perceptions, but some organizations may have different experiences than others. Although in this map we used the umbrella LGBTIQ term, we are aware that the experiences of organizations may differ depending on whether they are working primarily on issues impacting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer people.

Here, LGBTIQ organizations likely do not exist as a result of the size of the country.
Certain recent developments in Asia are likely to contribute to advances in the right to freedom of association for LGBTIQ people. In February 2023, the Sri Lankan government expressed support for a bill seeking to decriminalize consensual same-sex acts in the country.\(^{43}\) The Singaporean parliament decriminalized same-sex acts between men in November 2022, although it amended the constitution to prevent court challenges regarding definitions of marriage and the family in an attempt to forestall the legalization of same-sex marriage.\(^{44}\) Bhutan decriminalized same-sex acts in 2021, based on the King’s assent.\(^{45}\) In South Korea, legislators proposed an amendment to the National Human Rights Commission Act to remove sexual orientation as a protected ground against discrimination and restrict definitions of gender.\(^{46}\) While there are no updates regarding a decision on this, four bills containing inclusive anti-discrimination provisions have been introduced before the National Assembly of South Korea and remain pending.\(^{47}\) Meanwhile, a court in South Korea held in February 2023 that same-sex couples are entitled to the same health benefits as different-sex couples.\(^{48}\)

There have also been negative developments. In China, LGBTIQ organizing has become almost impossible, as detailed in the China case study below. In the most recent blow to LGBTIQ organizing in China, the Beijing LGBT Center closed its doors in May 2023 for reasons not made public.

In certain countries across Asia, although LGBTIQ organizations can openly register and operate, LGBTIQ rights activism is sometimes met with institutional and public resistance. LGBTIQ activists in the Philippines opposed a controversial anti-terrorism bill during the 2020 Pride march. In response, riot police infiltrated the protest and arrested and detained participants.\(^{49}\) Meanwhile, a proposed bill seeking to penalize discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity has been in Congress for over 20 years.\(^{50}\)

Some LGBTQ organizations prefer not to register: an activist in Taiwan said that some groups avoid registering to “skip [heavy] administrative work.”\(^{51}\) In Pakistan, where same-sex intimacy is criminalized, organizations focused on rights of transgender persons/hijras can openly


\(^{51}\) Response to Outright questionnaire, Jennifer Lu, then-Executive Director of Taiwan Equality Campaign, an LGBTQ organization, August 2022.
register, but those that work on issues related to sexual orientation are only able to register by describing their mandates as related to health, youth, development, or women’s issues. One respondent said that even if organizations working on sexual orientation were permitted to register, they would be unlikely to do so—despite limitations to their fundraising and project implementation as unregistered organizations—because it would put them on the government’s radar.

Outright obtained only limited information from the Pacific region for this report. In Micronesia, where Outright identified a small LGBTIQ organization operating for the first time, the Congress amended the country’s anti-discrimination framework to include sexual orientation as a protected ground in 2018, which may facilitate LGBTIQ organizing.

The Caribbean

In the Caribbean, many LGBTIQ organizations operate publicly even though they experience legal restrictions, institutional impediments, and social biases fueled by religious norms. The region stands out as one in which criminalization of same-sex relations has not, at least in the last decade, held back the development of an outspoken movement. The positive momentum in LGBTIQ organizing in the Caribbean, identified in Outright’s 2018 report, continues. LGBTIQ organizations and activists continue to challenge repressive laws, lobby for more inclusive laws, and work towards changing negative social perceptions about sexual and gender diversity.

Outright found that organizations could generally register openly as LGBTIQ organizations in nine out of 16 Caribbean countries, while in one country, registration was not prohibited but was challenging and often not possible. In the other six countries, registration as open LGBTIQ organizations was prohibited or virtually impossible. Nonetheless, LGBTIQ organizations exist in every country in the Caribbean.

52 Response to Outright questionnaire, Pakistani LBQ Organization Candid (pseudonym), March 2022.
53 Response to Outright questionnaire, by The Initiative for Social Wellbeing (pseudonym), February 2022.
Findings on LGBTIQ Organizations’ Registration in The Caribbean

This map reflects responses from activists and Outright’s desk research about laws, policies and norms in these countries. It also includes data obtained from applicants to Outright’s 2022 COVID-19 Grant. The categories reflect general perceptions, but some organizations may have different experiences than others. Although in this map we used the umbrella LGBTIQ term, we are aware that the experiences of organizations may differ depending on whether they are working primarily on issues impacting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer people.

Key

- LGBTIQ CSOs exist and can generally register openly
- LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is challenging and often not possible
- LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible
- No known LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but there are no clear barriers to registration (same-sex intimacy, gender diversity, and LGBTIQ organizing are not legally prohibited)
- No known LGBTIQ CSOs exist, and there are likely barriers to registration stemming from criminalization of same-sex intimacy or gender diversity

56 This map reflects responses from activists and Outright’s desk research about laws, policies and norms in these countries. It also includes data obtained from applicants to Outright’s 2022 COVID-19 Grant. The categories reflect general perceptions, but some organizations may have different experiences than others. Although in this map we used the umbrella LGBTIQ term, we are aware that the experiences of organizations may differ depending on whether they are working primarily on issues impacting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer people.
In this region several developments have advanced LGBTIQ organizational sustainability and movement building. Courts in Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, and Saint Kitts and Nevis decriminalized sexual acts between same-sex consenting adults in 2022 in cases brought through the efforts of a regional organization, the Eastern Caribbean Alliance for Diversity and Equality (ECADE), in partnership with national groups. These cases followed Trinidad and Tobago’s decriminalization of same-sex acts in 2018 in a landmark case, which the government is now appealing. Furthermore, the Belize Appeal Court in 2019 upheld a judgment decriminalizing same-sex relationships and found that constitutional non-discrimination provisions include the ground of sexual orientation. The wave of decriminalization in this region is a result of years of LGBTIQ rights advocacy and movement building, including engagement with state authorities, by local, national, and regional LGBTIQ human rights organizations.

The decriminalization of same-sex conduct between adults in Caribbean countries has created room for LGBTIQ activists to engage more with public institutions while working towards increased social acceptance, including among other human rights groups. Even so, widespread social perceptions about LGBTIQ rights are still negative, largely influenced by culture and religion. This means that LGBTIQ organizations in the region operate in a context of institutionalized homophobia, biphobia, and transphobia, and public advocacy can place activists and organizations at risk.

---


The Middle East and North Africa (MENA)

LGBTIQ organizations are unable to register and operate openly in most of the Middle East and North Africa due to pervasive criminalization, religiously motivated LGBTIQ-phobia, and a general hostility toward civil society emanating from many authoritarian-leaning regimes across the region.

Despite severe challenges, including arrests, detentions, killings, and the risk of imprisonment or other punishment, LGBTIQ organizations and activists strive to operate and provide access to care for the dangerously marginalized sexual and gender minority populations.\(^6^0\)

Of countries in the MENA region, only Israel generally allows LGBTIQ organizations to register, though Palestinian-led or focused LGBTIQ organizations in Israel have faced challenges doing so, resulting from obstruction of Palestinian freedom of movement and association. In Tunisia, activists indicated that open registration of LGBTIQ organizations was not prohibited, but challenging and often not possible. In the ten other countries in the region in which LGBTIQ organizations exist, registration is prohibited or almost entirely impossible, and in eight countries in the MENA region—Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen—Outright could not identify any LGBTIQ organizations at all. In some of these countries, small informal groupings of LGBTIQ people have existed at times, mostly consisting of queer men, providing social activities, moral support, and networks that support access to HIV services and other health services.\(^6^1\)

---


Findings on LGBTIQ Organizations’ Registration in the Middle East and North Africa

In these countries, individuals who worked as loosely informal groups have gone underground due to raids or no longer operate at all because it is impossible and dangerous. Clearly, this poses a worrisome gap for already marginalized people with no access to specialized care or LGBTIQ rights-focused advocacy.

Lebanon has historically been a regional hub of LGBTIQ civil society organization in the MENA region. Its own LGBTIQ civil society has at times been vibrant and effective. Lebanese LGBTIQ

---

**MENA Countries with No Identified LGBTIQ Organizations 2023**

1. Bahrain
2. Kuwait
3. Oman
4. Qatar
5. Saudi Arabia
6. Syrian Arab Republic
7. United Arab Emirates
8. Yemen

**Key**

- LGBTIQ CSOs exist and can generally register openly
- LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is challenging and often not possible
- LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible
- No known LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but there are no clear legal barriers to registration (same-sex intimacy, gender diversity, and LGBTIQ organizing are not legally prohibited)
- No known LGBTIQ CSOs exist, and there are likely barriers to registration stemming from criminalization of same-sex intimacy or gender diversity

---

This map reflects responses from activists and Outright’s desk research about laws, policies, and norms in these countries. The categories reflect general perceptions, but some organizations may have different experiences than others. Although in this map we used the umbrella LGBTIQ term, we are aware that the experiences of organizations may differ depending on whether they are working primarily on issues impacting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer people.
activists, in partnership with mainstream human rights organizations and supportive lawyers, contributed to policies prohibiting the use of forced anal examinations and to court rulings finding that Lebanon’s law on “unnatural offenses” did not apply to consensual same-sex relations between adults. But since 2018, when security agents in Lebanon sought to close down a conference on LGBTQ people’s rights, civil society space has become increasingly restricted, inhibiting not only Lebanese but also regional organizing. In Tunisia as well, the police have become “emboldened” in perpetuating human rights violations against and specifically targeting LGBTQ activists.

In Kuwait, although Outright was not able to identify formally organized LGBTQ groups, an individual plaintiff and her lawyers achieved success within the legal system in 2022 when the country’s constitutional court in February 2022 overturned a law criminalizing “imitation of the opposite sex,” used to prosecute transgender persons, on the basis that it was ambiguous and contravened the right to personal freedom. However, the decision has neither been driven by nor spurred trans or broader LGBTQ civil society organizing.

The comparative absence of LGBTQ organizing in the Gulf region stems not only from harsh laws, but also from social norms and from power structures that allow people with economic privilege—especially men, who enjoy greater freedom of movement—to engage in same-sex relationships discreetly, as long as they are not vocal about these relationships. In its 2018 report on LGBT organizing in the MENA region, Human Rights Watch quoted a gay Bahraini man who said:

“It’s a social contract—“We have oil, you’re going to get wealth, shut up. And if you don’t like it, get out.” So generally, activism is not something you see... The world is a stage and you have to play your role in society.”

The report also identified other perspectives, however, including that of a lesbian activist from Bahrain who had developed a digital platform for LGBTQ people to network with one another across Arab-speaking countries, even in the absence of formal or informal civil society organizations.

---


66 Vivian Yee, “Kuwait Overturns Law Used to Prosecute Transgender People,” New York Times, 16 February 2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/16/world/middleeast/kuwait-overturns-transgender-law.html (accessed 23 May 2023). The provisions of the article read: “Whoever makes a lewd signal or act in a public place or such that one may see it or hear it from public place, or appears like the opposite sex in any way, shall be punished for a period not exceeding one year and a fine not exceeding 1000 Dinar or one either of these punishments.” ILGA Asia, “ILGA Asia Welcomes Kuwait’s Decision to Overturn Law Targeting Transgender People,” https://www.ilgaasia.org/news/kuwait-trans-law-overturned (accessed 23 May 2023).

67 Human Rights Watch, Audacity in Adversity, p. 22.

Eastern Europe

Countries in Eastern Europe have demonstrated some progress in recent years in terms of LGBTIQ organizing. In many countries in this region, activists can register organizations as clearly LGBTIQ rights-centered, without legal or social restrictions. In other countries, while national legal frameworks are generally progressive and have provisions for nondiscrimination, hostile political rhetoric and societal pushback prompt fear of violence among LGBTQ people and movement leaders. The European Union has shown a commitment to protecting and advancing LGBTIQ rights and organizing in the region, exemplified through the filing by the European Commission, the EU’s independent political arm, of legal challenges against Hungary and Poland for violating the human rights of LGBTQ persons. Legal action brought by the Commission against these countries could (hypothetically) lead to sanctions, and consequently overturn laws that restrict human rights and civil society operations.

Findings on LGBTIQ Organizations’ Registration in Eastern Europe

---

Key

- LGBTQ CSOs exist and can generally register openly
- LGBTQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is challenging and often not possible
- LGBTQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible
- No known LGBTQ CSOs exist, but there are no clear legal barriers to registration (same-sex intimacy, gender diversity, and LGBTIQ organizing are not legally prohibited)
- No known LGBTQ CSOs exist, and there are likely barriers to registration stemming from criminalization of same-sex intimacy or gender diversity
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The rise of an anti-rights, anti-gender movement in parts of Eastern Europe has led to the enactment of law and policies that hinder LGBTIQ people’s rights, including rights to freedom of association and expression, and the threat of violence.71 In Bulgaria, a group of people led by presidential candidate Boyan Rasate launched an attack on Rainbow Hub, an LGBTI community center, in 2021.72 Also in 2021, the Hungarian Parliament outlawed LGBT-related content in schools and on television programs viewed by children.73 In Azerbaijan, the 2020 Protection of Children from Information Harmful to their Health and Development stated that information contrary to notions of traditional family values is harmful: which, in practice, means the prohibition of the dissemination of LGBTIQ-related information to children or by activists.74 In Belarus, the government has systematically restricted human rights and civil society actors.75 This has adverse effects on LGBTIQ movement building, as LGBTIQ people strive to make their voices heard amidst an absence of legal protections.76

In 2022, a court in Russia shut down the Russian LGBT Network, its largest LGBTIQ organization, claiming that the organization “carried out political activities using foreign property.”77 The Russian Parliament in December 2022 also extended a 2013 ban on providing information on so-called non-traditional sexual relationships (the “gay propaganda” law), which had previously applied only to children, to also cover information provided to adults.78 This has now been signed into law.79 In April 2022, the government liquidated an LGBTQ organization on the basis that its activities contravened “traditional values.”80 Towns in Poland began establishing “LGBT (ideology) free zones” in 2019, putting LGBTIQ activists and people in fear of their lives and safety, while spreading the misinformation that LGBTIQ lives and identities are ideologies.81

---

Some countries achieved advancement in rights related to the freedom of association. The Serbian government amended its Prohibition of Discrimination Act in 2021 to extend its anti-discrimination grounds to include gender and sex characteristics (SOGIESC). Nonetheless, the government first banned EuroPride in 2022 due to so-called security concerns, but then lifted this ban, allowing thousands to march peacefully.

**Latin America**

In some countries in Latin America, political and legal developments have advanced the rights of LGBTIQ people and allowed LGBTIQ organizations to operate freely. Here, Outright surveyed 17 countries, finding that LGBTIQ organizations can register freely in nearly all of them, although in Nicaragua, state hostility toward independent civil society threatens LGBTIQ organizations’ ability to register and operate.

### Findings on LGBTIQ CSOs Registration in Latin America

**Key**

- LGBTIQ CSOs exist and can generally register openly
- LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is challenging and often not possible
- LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible
- No known LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but there are no clear legal barriers to registration (same-sex intimacy, gender diversity, and LGBTIQ organizing are not legally prohibited)
- No known LGBTIQ CSOs exist, and there are likely barriers to registration stemming from criminalization of same-sex intimacy or gender diversity
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LGBTIQ movement building and rights organizing have led to considerable wins. There are a few salient examples. In Argentina in 2020, following advocacy by LGBTIQ groups in the region, the president “signed a decree establishing a 1% employment quota for transgender people in the public sector.”\textsuperscript{85} After a court action in Bolivia and an appeal by a same-sex couple, the Plurinational Constitutional Tribunal ordered the registration of a same-sex union for the first time in 2023.\textsuperscript{86} LGBTIQ civil society organizations such as Colectivo LGTB Bolivia, Coalición Boliviana de Colectivos de Lesbianas, Gays, Bisexuales y Trans (COALIBOL LGBT), and Fundación Diversencia presented amicus briefs to the court pointing out legal arguments in favor of the legal recognition of the couple.\textsuperscript{87}

The successes of LGBTIQ organizing and advocacy have also led to the legalization of same-sex marriage in countries like Ecuador in 2019, Costa Rica in 2020, and Chile in 2021.\textsuperscript{88} In the case of Ecuador, although equal marriage was achieved through a ruling of the Supreme Court, based on the advisory opinion of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (OC 24/17), this judicial milestone is considered the endpoint of a larger process. It was achieved after seven years of coordinated work by LGBTIQ organizations to position this issue on the public agenda, seeking to raise awareness in society and generate political commitment on the part of the authorities.\textsuperscript{89} In the case of Costa Rica, LGBTIQ organizations were allied with the government, which submitted a request for an advisory opinion to the Inter-American Court (OC 24/17) that served as a facilitator of the process to finally achieve equal marriage in the country.\textsuperscript{90} And in Chile, LGBTIQ organizations had decades-long advocacy work on the sexual diversity agenda—educating the public and doing political incidence—that allowed the approval of marriage equality in Congress to be the latest in a series of legislative successes after the approval years before of the civil union law (2015) and the gender identity law (2018).\textsuperscript{91}

In Brazil, the former attorney general and the Communist Party of Brazil separately challenged laws in two regions prohibiting learning materials, policies, and school activities with information on sexual orientation, gender, or so-called gender ideology in state schools, leading the Brazilian Supreme Court to strike down the laws.\textsuperscript{92} In Paraguay, however, activists


\textsuperscript{89} Outright interview with Danilo Manzano, May 2023.

\textsuperscript{90} Outright interview with Luis Salazar, May 2023.

\textsuperscript{91} Outright interview with Jaime Parada, May 2023.

have been unable to achieve the revocation of a 2017 education statute prohibiting materials on “gender ideology” in schools.\textsuperscript{93} Progressive parent organizations have played the leadership role against this regulation, and the possibility of legal action is currently being studied by local LGBTIQ organizations.\textsuperscript{94} A similar scenario is experienced in Peru, which despite being the country with one of the oldest LGBTIQ organizations in the region, has made little progress in the legislative recognition of the rights of LGBTIQ people and today faces a strengthening of ultraconservative sectors in politics.\textsuperscript{95}


\textsuperscript{94} Outright interview with Michi Moragas, May 2023.

III.
Case Studies
III. Case Studies

These case studies of nine countries provide a close look into the legal, social, and political conditions within which LGBTIQ organizations operate. Each case study begins with information on whether consensual same-sex acts between adults are criminalized in the country. This is because there is a link between the criminalization of same-sex acts between consenting adults and the ability of NGOs catering to sexual and gender minorities to register and operate.96 (The Caribbean is the only region in which Outright identified numerous organizations that were able to openly register in spite of laws that criminalize same-sex intimacy.) The case studies also share analysis from activists in these countries on how national laws and political situations affect their work.

Algeria

LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible

The Penal Code of Algeria punishes consensual same-sex acts between adults with up to two years imprisonment.97 LGBTIQ people, activists, and organizations are severely marginalized in Algeria, due to the laws and institutionalized homophobia sustained by politics, culture, and religion, and officials are hostile to any attempts to legitimize sexual and gender diversity in Algeria. These challenges, compounded by a legal environment that is generally hostile to freedom of association, make it “virtually impossible for organizations working on issues of sexual orientation and gender to legally register,” according to a longtime Algerian activist.98

Civic space for LGBTIQ organizing was further threatened in December 2022, when Commerce Minister Kamel Rezig declared war on the rainbow as a symbol of homosexuality. The government sent out a wide-circulation text message in January 2023 urging Algerians to beware products bearing “immoral” symbols and colors. The Algerian government proceeded to confiscate rainbow-colored goods from stores and produced television and radio advertisements condemning the rainbow and urging families to throw away toys bearing rainbow colors.99 Negative portrayals of homosexuality in the media contributed to hostility

targeted at LGBTIQ people on social media and caused fear and panic among activists.\textsuperscript{100}

Outright spoke to five Algerian LGBTIQ activists who said that none of the LGBTQ organizations working in Algeria have attempted registration.

To this extent, according to Farid M., an Algerian LGBTIQ activist who has worked in the movement for 15 years, LGBTIQ organizations “… have little practical ability to fight for relevant antidiscrimination laws or the repeal of laws criminalizing same-sex relations.”\textsuperscript{101} He explained that many organizations work within the community itself, rather than on advocacy with the government or other stakeholders. Some of their activities include trainings for the community on human rights, security, and health, and some organizations are directly involved in the provision of health services, all carried out with a low profile:

When you’re working in Algeria [on LGBTIQ issues], everything is secret. We do the maximum to keep a low profile and do not want anything that can be termed provocation. You could be imprisoned for the littlest thing.

LGBTQ organizations are secret organizations. They work underground. Many organizations do not even know each other as people are so afraid of disclosing who they are, because they don’t trust others or know [who is] working for the government. This means that most organizations work alone. It can lead to a fragmentation of the movement.\textsuperscript{102}

According to Imani K. (pseudonym), an activist who works with an LGBTQ organization based in Algeria:

It is too dangerous to identify oneself as working to promote LGBTIQ and human rights because same-sex acts are prohibited and highly frowned upon, as also because the civic space is shrinking. We have to do everything in secret and informally.\textsuperscript{103}

Maisah G. (pseudonym), an LGBTIQ activist working for an Algerian NGO, shared a similar experience:

We cannot say what we do, not even to family. It is frustrating and has a negative impact, psychologically speaking, because we’re quite proud of our work. But we have to keep it in secret so as not to endanger ourselves and our families.”\textsuperscript{104}

Algerian law broadly restricts the rights to freedom of association and assembly, endangering LGBTIQ and human rights activists.\textsuperscript{105} In 2012, in the wake of the Arab Spring protests across North Africa, the government of Abdelaziz Bouteflika enacted the Law on Associations,
Law 12–06, replacing a 1990 law. Rather than respond to the Arab Spring’s demands for greater freedoms, Law 12–06 narrows the scope for freedom of association. It requires that associations have a specific objective that is reflected by their name, and that the objective be consistent with the “general interest” and not “contrary to national constants and values, public order, good morals and the provisions of the laws and regulations in force.” The law also requires Algerian civil society organizations to obtain prior state authorization before entering into agreements with, or receiving any funding from, an international or foreign entity. It prescribes imprisonment of three to six months and a fine of 100,000—300,000 Algerian dinars (about US $735–2,202) for belonging to an unregistered association.

According to Freedom House, in enforcing Law 12–06, the government creates “considerable delays and bureaucratic obstacles” for NGOs seeking registration, and closely monitors NGOs, their staff, and funding streams. While a wide range of associations might fail to meet government approval under this law, LGBTIQ organizations are specifically vulnerable due to the express criminalization of same-sex acts in section 338 of the Algerian Penal Code and the criminalization of “indecency.” This ensures, according to Algerian LGBTIQ activist Mustafa F. (pseudonym), that “we cannot officially register or do our work because we are carrying out activities that go against the law.” LGBTIQ organizations must therefore work underground, facing the threat of fines and prison sentences.

LGBTIQ organizations are also more likely to be impacted by restrictions on foreign funding than many other sectors of civil society, given the challenges of raising funds within Algeria to support LGBTIQ people’s human rights. In addition to the prohibition on receiving foreign funds without Algerian government consent in Law 12–06, other laws complicate access to foreign funding: the 1966 Penal Code provides for a prison sentence of up to three years for receiving foreign funds for unspecified “propaganda,” and a vaguely worded amendment to the Penal Code passed in 2020.

Right: Demonstrators march with banners and flags during a protest demanding political change, in Algiers, Algeria April 9, 2021. (REUTERS/Ramzi Boudina)

---
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adds up to a 14-year sentence for organizations that receive foreign funds to carry out activities likely to undermine “national unity” or “public order.”\textsuperscript{113}

Activists told Outright that unregistered LGBTQ organizations used to access funding through fiscal sponsorship from registered organizations in Algeria. But after the anti-NGO law passed in 2012, the human rights organization which used to be the fiscal host for Farid M.’s LGBTQ organization stopped doing so “because it became very dangerous for them.”\textsuperscript{114} It had already become dangerous enough to do any kind of human rights work, and the group feared that being associated with LGBTQ work would subject them to greater scrutiny. Mustafa F. said obtaining fiscal sponsorship became even more difficult after 2019:

After the 2019 [pro-democracy] protests and the shifts that have occurred in government and the socio-political space, these organizations no longer do any fiscal sponsorships for us. They are afraid of all the restrictions and being caught disobeying the law.

People also used to work around the funding restrictions by receiving money in foreign personal accounts and bringing cash into the country, according to Mustafa F., “but now there are tighter restrictions on bringing in cash. You cannot bring in more than US $1,000 or £1,000.”\textsuperscript{116}

Other restrictive laws that impact civil society include the 2012 Law on Information, which requires prior approval from a government media authority for all publications,\textsuperscript{117} and Law 91–19 of 1990 on Public Meetings and Demonstrations.\textsuperscript{118} Law 19–91 of 1990 requires prior authorization from the ministry of interior who can deny such authorization where the gathering is contrary to national constants or the symbols of the November 1 Revolution, public order, or public morals.\textsuperscript{119} According to Imani K., “Clearly, we cannot do this. Our objectives and activities are seen as contrary to so-called public morals.”\textsuperscript{120}

The implementation of these repressive laws increases the vulnerability of civil society organizations and has caused both mainstream and LGBTQ human rights organizations to cease operations.\textsuperscript{115} In 2021, the Algerian government dissolved the NGO Youth Action Rally (RAJ), for violating the law on associations by “holding discussions with other civil society activists at its headquarters in Algiers, organizing protests, as well as being in contact with national and international NGOs.”\textsuperscript{122} In at least two cases in 2018, women’s rights NGOs were

\textsuperscript{114} Farid M. interview, January 2023.
\textsuperscript{115} Mustafa F. interview.
\textsuperscript{116} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{117} The Law on Information mandates that “all publications to have prior approval from a media regulatory authority. It also restricted expression and access to information that relates to certain subject areas, such as national identity, sovereignty, the economy, and national security.” International Center for Not-For-Profit Law, “Algeria,” https://www.icnl.org/resources/civic-freedom-monitor/algeria.
\textsuperscript{118} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{120} Imani K. interview.
\textsuperscript{121} Farid M. interview, January 2023.
forced to shut down for non-registration, despite having submitted applications to be registered under Law 12–06.\textsuperscript{123} Other reports indicate that some NGOs are prevented from operating legally as they have not received registration receipts “despite having submitted their applications more than five years ago.”\textsuperscript{124}

The Algerian government is deliberating a draft law to amend Law 12–06 on Associations. This version, if enacted, still requires prior authorization for receiving foreign funds and will subject organizations to what the International Center for Non-Profit Law describes as “even more vague and imprecise general criteria” by demanding “respect for national constants, principles, values enshrined in the constitution, national and territorial unity, the fundamentals of national identity, the symbols of the State and its institutions, national security and defense, public order and good morals.”\textsuperscript{125}

Imani K. explains that the inability to register “definitely affects the stability of our operations,” including because any hired staff receive salaries informally and illegally. They also have no access to employment benefits such as health care insurance and retirement funds:

> Because we are not registered [it] means we cannot hire full time employees...They are not within the apparatus of the state. We use paid volunteers, which demands a lot of flexibility and missing out on employment benefits. For example, if you want to obtain a lease [for a house or apartment], they may ask for a pay slip. That’s not possible. We operate by relying on the goodwill and commitment of [paid] volunteers.\textsuperscript{126}

Meanwhile, discrimination and violence against LGBTIQ people, including at least one case of mass arrests of men suspected of homosexuality, continue amidst the clampdown on human rights and political freedoms in the country.\textsuperscript{127}

Finding support outside the LGBTIQ movement is almost impossible. Farid M. explained to Outright that it is very difficult to find legal representation when people are arrested on issues relating to their LGBTQ identities or advocacy: lawyers are afraid of being connected with human rights groups due to the government clampdown and restrictions on the freedom of association, and with LGBTIQ groups due to criminalization of same-sex intimacy and ingrained negative social perception against homosexuality fueled by culture and religion.\textsuperscript{128}

In this context, LGBTIQ activists operate in a constant state of high alert. Imani K. said:

> Living in Algeria means that I take risks on a daily basis. I always need to check my phone and computer to ensure I don’t have any information that can impact me, the people I work with, or the communities I work for.


\textsuperscript{125}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{126}Imani K. interview.


\textsuperscript{128}Farid M. interview.
We're always on the lookout for something. Things can change at any time.\textsuperscript{129}

For Maisah G., who lives abroad, traveling to Algeria now poses additional risks if their work is discovered: “I worry about whether I will be allowed in or allowed to travel back out. Will I be expelled? Traveling back is always dangerous.”\textsuperscript{130}

Still, activists continue working, adapting their work to sidestep the risks. Imani K. said: “We hold workshops and events informally and secretly because otherwise, we’d need to seek state authorization and that means telling the authorities the purpose of the event. We cannot do that.”\textsuperscript{131} They also operate creatively through online platforms. For example, in 2007, Algerian LGBTIQ organizations and persons created an online celebration known as “TenTen,” the National Day of Solidarity, which has been held online every year since on 10 October.\textsuperscript{132} TenTen celebrates LGBTIQ solidarity in the struggle for acceptance and recognition.\textsuperscript{133}

**Angola**

**LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is challenging and often not possible**

Angola made history in 2019 when its Parliament decriminalized consensual same-sex intimacy, part of an overhaul of its colonial-era penal code.\textsuperscript{134} The new penal code, which came into force in 2021, also prohibits violence and employment discrimination based on sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{135} Decriminalization, through the removal of a law prohibiting so-called vices against nature, has created opportunities for LGBTIQ groups to expand their advocacy for full equality and inclusion. However, discrimination persists as a result of prevailing social bias, conservative religious and cultural beliefs, and disinformation by the media.\textsuperscript{136} In addition, “administrative bureaucracies and the religious and cultural ideologies of conservative institutions,” rooted in Portuguese colonialism, pose barriers to the ability of LGBTIQ organizations to register.\textsuperscript{137}

The Government of Angola has frequently obstructed the rights to freedom of association and expression across the board, including through surveillance. This impacts the work of civil society organizations focused on promoting LGBTIQ rights, among others.\textsuperscript{138} By law, citizens

\textsuperscript{129} Outright interview with Imani K. (pseudonym), virtual, March 2023.

\textsuperscript{130} Maisah G. interview.

\textsuperscript{131} Imani K. interview.


\textsuperscript{135} Article 71(4)(c) of the new Penal Code: “[Circunstâncias relevantes para a determinação da medida da pena] por discriminação em razão de raça, cor, etnia, local de nascimento, sexo, orientação sexual, doença ou deficiência física ou psíquica, crença ou religião, convicções políticas ou ideológicas, condição ou origem social ou quaisquer outras formas de discriminação” (“[Circumstances relevant to the determination of the penalty] for discrimination on grounds of race, color, ethnicity, place of birth, sex, sexual orientation, physical or mental illness or disability, belief or religion, political or ideological convictions, condition or social origin or any other forms of discrimination”).

\textsuperscript{136} Responses by Líria de Castro to Outright’s questionnaire for this research, 22 January 2022. The colonial-era 1886 code prohibited consensual same-sex acts on the grounds that they are “acts against nature.”

\textsuperscript{137} de Castro email responses.

may form associations in accordance with the Constitution of the Republic of Angola, 2010. Article 4 of the Constitution provides for the right to freedom of association but restricts it to purposes not contrary to law or to public morals. Hence, an LGBTIQ activist reported that public officials in state institutions have restricted access for LGBTIQ activists and associations as “LGBTIQ themes, objectives and principles are seen as immoral in Angolan society … this makes access to registration difficult for many LGBTIQ + organizations and many of them give up registration or do not try to register.” This situation persists despite the fact that following the decriminalization of same-sex intimacy, “there is no clear law that rejects the registration of LGBTIQ organizations.”

In 2015, then-President José Eduardo dos Santos issued Decree 74/15, which required NGOs to register with several state authorities and gave powers to state authorities to decide what programs NGOs would implement. In 2017, an Angolan court declared that the decree violated constitutional rights as the president lacked the requisite powers to regulate NGOs. In the two years of its application, NGOs were greatly hampered in their operations, including in accessing their bank accounts. There are no indications that LGBTIQ NGOs attempted to register during this period. However, Associação Íris Angola, an Angolan LGBTIQ organization, capitalizing on its status as part of the Angolan national coordination mechanism for addressing HIV, malaria and tuberculosis, was able to engage in dialogues with state institutions, leading to its registration, after a lengthy process, as an openly LGBTIQ organization in June 2018. Associação Íris Angola is publicly known as an LGBTIQ rights organization, “recognized” by the government, according to one activist, as “representatives” of LGBTIQ persons. It works with “the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights, the Secretary of State for Health and the Secretary of State for the Family and Promotion of Women’s Rights, and the media” to advocate for LGBTIQ people’s rights.

Right: Staff of Associação Íris Angola hold a three-day training session for LGBTIQ activists in the south of Angola, August 2023. (Associação Íris Angola/2023)
Another organization, Associação para Defesa da Mulher e dos Povos (socially known as Arquivo de Identidade Angolano/Angolan Identity Archive), successfully acquired registration in 2021. A representative of the organization told Outright that there were “many administrative barriers and slowness in the process until [we got] the certificate of admissibility and registration.”

The founders of and activists within both organizations explain that it remains extremely difficult for LGBTIQ NGOs to be registered and that anti-LGBTQ social norms hinder LGBTIQ organizing and movement building in Angola. Presently, other LGBTIQ organizations achieve registration by “describing their organizations as focused on issues such as health, gender equality, youth or development.”

For Associação para Defesa da Mulher e dos Povos, official registration has ensured that:

…many doors opened. We had more access to funds since many donors required the official registration to finance our organization. In addition, we gained more credibility and trust at the local level, and we achieved more partnerships and collaboration with public and private institutions.

Without registration, many organizations face difficulty in accessing funding and are limited in their ability to engage with government actors and institutions. In this manner, unregistered LGBTIQ organizations are hindered in their ability to positively influence law and policy development in Angola.

China

LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible

The People’s Republic of China does not prohibit same-sex intimacy between consenting adults. Until 1997, police used a 1979 Criminal Law that prohibited “hooliganism” to carry out arrests for alleged same-sex sexual activity. When this provision was removed, many regarded it as the decriminalization of homosexuality. Nevertheless, LGBTIQ people continue to suffer discrimination and violence, including widespread bullying in schools, and no laws expressly protect against discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, and sex characteristics. The state, exclusively led by the Chinese Communist Party, contributes to the perpetuation of stigma and discrimination by restricting LGBTIQ
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media content. In 2017 the Netcasting Services Association introduced the 2017 General Rules for the Review of Network Audio-visual Program Content, explicitly outlawing content related to homosexuality on online broadcasts and conflating homosexuality with sexual violence: “abnormal sexual relations or sexual behaviors, such as incest, homosexuality, sexual perversion, sexual assault, sexual abuse and sexual violence.”

Activists have challenged a range of discriminatory policies and practices, including conversion practices, employment discrimination, media censorship, and marriage inequality in Chinese courts, winning some cases. The wins include two 2016 and 2019 cases on employment discrimination based on gender identity and sexual orientation, and two cases finding an institution culpable for implementing abusive conversion practices.

This progress is threatened, and LGBTIQ activists’ freedom increasingly restricted due to the Chinese government’s growing crackdown on independent civic organizing. The Party-state extensively monitors and surveils activists. Its perception of “everything outside its control as a security threat” seriously limits civic organizing. As a result, most human rights organizations operate from outside the country. Legally registered organizations within China tend to be “either a quasi-governmental agency or an extension of the party-state.”

LGBTIQ organizations face specific challenges in registration and operation. The founder of a China-based LGBTIQ organization told Outright that in attempting to register their organization within a region in China, they were refused registration as they had the words “lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer” in their name. According to the founder, Tao C. (pseudonym), “if you define your organization as addressing LGBT issues, you cannot register as an NGO.” He added:

Before 2018, we didn’t attempt registration at all. But, after 2018, we noted that the environment was becoming increasingly worse [for CSOs] so we tried to get legal status to enable us to pay salaries, get insurance for staff and pay organizational taxes. We also did not want the government to use any excuse—like not paying taxes—to shut down our activities or call us an illegal group.

Getting registered as a publicly LGBTIQ organization proved impossible, as Tao C. explained:

---
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We tried to register as an NGO in different cities, but we were rejected, even in provinces where we had good relationships with some public officials. State officials told us that ‘we cannot support the registration of an organization working on LGBT issues. If you want to be registered, you must change your name. You have to change the categories and the objectives you’re working on, and not describe your work as LGBT issues.’ After this, we went to another province, changed our name and objectives to be social workers and we got registered. Just like we need to hide our identities and sexual orientations; we also have to hide the work that we do among LGBTQ communities.  

The multiple layers of difficulty in achieving registration status, and the consequent monitoring of individuals and organizations’ activities, have led other LGBTIQ NGOs not to attempt to register, even as their work is limited by non-registration. Haoyu J. described these limitations:

[We cannot] raise funds from the public or cooperate with local foundations. We also cannot engage or work with mainstream stakeholders because we are not registered. Unregistered organizations are looked upon by the authorities as “illegal” organizations.

Chinese LGBTIQ organizations therefore sometimes seek registration as businesses existing in a “grey space” where they can operate and raise funds, but still face significant obstacles. Otherwise, they register as non-profits under other themes or operate under different legal statuses.

Registration is not the only challenge facing Chinese LGBTIQ organizations. If they do manage to register, organizations and staff are then directly under state authorities’ radar and must comply with stringent requirements, risking increased surveillance and having their registration canceled. Tao C. also described the difficulty of renting offices: “If they suspect or get to know the kind of work we do, it becomes more difficult. Building owners have used excuses like, ‘you have to move out because we have low electricity on the building’ to evict LGBTQ organizations.”

Some LGBTIQ groups have been forced to shut down or limit activities because of the increasingly hostile environment. ShanghaiPRIDE, which for 12 years was the most high-profile offline event with a week’s-long festival featuring art and film...
exhibitions, dance parties, NGO fairs, and choir performances had to disband in 2020 as a result of increased pressure from authorities.\textsuperscript{169} Similarly, in 2021, LGBT Rights Advocacy China, an organization that had existed for nine years, shut down as a result of sustained pressure and surveillance by the authorities.\textsuperscript{170} In 2023 as well, the Beijing LGBT Center publicly announced a halt to its operations for undisclosed reasons.\textsuperscript{171}

Police and government officials have formally summoned and interrogated some LGBTIQ rights advocates, sometimes under the cloak of “meeting for tea,” and declining the invitation is not an option.\textsuperscript{172} According to Tao C.:

The policeman will ask you to come drink tea. It is used to give warnings and get information from us. Sometimes they ask us to keep a low profile and tell us not to do advocacy work, just focus on providing services like HIV prevention and care.

Up until 2022 when I traveled out of China, they would invite us twice a month. Sometimes it’s about stopping us from holding an event. Sometimes, they ask for information about our work. Since we started having more online events because of COVID, they also monitor those. They would say things like—they saw our event on TikTok or elsewhere and that we cannot talk about LGBT issues or marriage equality. They watch everything and give you warnings.\textsuperscript{173}

Tao C. also said police warned them “not to take funding from overseas or engage with foreign organizations.”\textsuperscript{174}

The frequency and intensity of police and state security contacts, visits, and surveillance have increased, prompting some LGBTIQ advocates to significantly reduce or stop their activities.\textsuperscript{175} Darius Longarino, a senior fellow at Yale Law School’s Paul Tsai China Center who works closely with Chinese LGBTIQ activists, reports that these meetings have also grown more formal:

Recently, those meetings are no longer under the cloak of friendliness, but people are brought into police stations/state offices, interrogated and a record is made. It is a formal summoning of LGBTIQ advocates into the security apparatus.\textsuperscript{176}

State surveillance of LGBTQ activities is both physical and online. Tao C. described this surveillance:


\textsuperscript{172}Longarino interview; Tao C. interview.

\textsuperscript{173}Tao C. interview.

\textsuperscript{174}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{175}Longarino interview; Tao C. interview.

\textsuperscript{176}Longarino interview.
They have a lot of monitoring tools, even on WeChat [social media]. They can see everything. They monitor our websites, check our posts and event announcements. They have informants, also from the LGBTQ community, whom they tell to monitor organizations and report to them. Everyone is afraid and we don’t know who to trust. You cannot hide. If I am put on the watch list, they will know my movements including if I check into hotels, buy train tickets and the like. There are also a lot of cameras in the streets ensuring that everything is monitored—leaving your house, crossing the street, taking the train, going into the office—they know everything.177

In 2021, some local Civil Affairs Bureaus gave verbal warnings to domestic charitable foundations, telling them to stop collaborating with LGBTQ organizations.178 This further closes the funding space and seeks to intimidate LGBTQ organizations down or out of existence. Prior to 2017, established local LGBTQ organizations received financial support from international foundations, but this funding avenue and cooperative relationship shut down with the passage of the Foreign NGO Management Law.179

Another challenge facing Chinese LGBTQ activists is communication over tech platforms, both within China and externally, due to the fear of surveillance and prohibitions on using platforms such as WhatsApp.180 Tao C. describes the situation in this manner:

We have to look for alternative communication platforms—we cannot use WeChat, the best channel for communication, because it is highly monitored, and WhatsApp and Telegram are blocked. Communication is laborious and not as effective. We have lost followers because of this. It was more effective for us to spread information about our events on WeChat groups, but we cannot do that anymore. We now contact possible attendees for events individually, restricting the number of people that can attend. Three, four years ago, we could have 200–300 people attending our events, but now we get about 20.181

LGBTIQ people’s freedom of expression is also stifled. Flowing from dangerous cisheteronormative norms, the Party-state banned effeminate men from appearing on TV in 2021.182 State media promotes the narrative that exposure to LGBTQ-related information will affect the sexual orientation or gender identity of youth.183

In a time when online advocacy considerably contributes to building movements, the Chinese National Press and Publication Administration and the Cyberspace Administration, government entities, disallow “self-publishing’ of news by journalists and bloggers” and

177 Tao C. interview.
179 Outright, Precarious Progress, p. 45.
181 Tao C. interview.
amended regulations banning “misleading the public,” among others.\(^{184}\) In 2021, the internet company Tencent, which hosts the WeChat app, deleted multiple accounts run by LGBTQ advocates in universities and blocked access of several people running LGBTQ groups, including deleting their content.\(^{185}\) This meant that these LGBTQ advocates and organizations could not access a WeChat crowdfunding campaign which was a “major fundraising opportunity...due to the company’s restrictions.”\(^{186}\)

In this sea of repression, LGBTQ organizations focused on providing direct health care or other services may have a little more room to maneuver. Tao C. told Outright:

> We still have a small space to do our work because we stopped advocacy work and we focus on providing services to help the community. We also carefully frame our work to show harmony in the society, not LGBTQ rights. We must word our messages carefully.\(^{187}\)

Overall, however, the repressive environment in relation to civic and LGBTQ rights advocacy takes a heavy toll on activists. The shift from higher-profile, visible activism to low-profile service provision leaves LGBTQ communities and individuals feeling isolated, according to Haoyu J., as “there are no advocacy efforts or visibility of the movement.”\(^{188}\)

According to Tao C.:

> Five years ago, at least, LGBT organizations could meet and discuss issues that affect us and support each other. Now, we cannot do that anymore because of fear and anxiety of being monitored. It’s very hard and exhausting, and we can’t get support from each other.\(^{189}\)

**Ghana**

**LGBTQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTQ is prohibited or generally impossible**

Ghana’s Criminal Offences Act of 1960 maintains a British colonial-era law that criminalizes same-sexual conduct. Homophobia dominates public discourse, advanced by political and religious leaders and members of the media. In June 2021, Parliament introduced a bill still under consideration, now titled the Human Sexual Rights and Family Values Bill.\(^{190}\) The Bill seeks to outlaw all LGBTQ activism. It blatantly violates LGBTQ people’s rights to freedom of association, expression and assembly, and has led to increased violence and discrimination.

---
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against LGBTIQ people even before being passed into law.\textsuperscript{191}

The tabling of the bill took place in the context of an ongoing crackdown that included raids and mass arrests. In February 2021, law enforcement and traditional leaders raided a center belonging to LGBT+ Rights Ghana, and in May 2021, the police arrested 21 lesbian, bisexual, queer and intersex activists at a human rights workshop in Ho, a district in eastern Ghana. Police have continued to arbitrarily arrest Ghanaians based on their presumed sexual orientation or gender identity.\textsuperscript{192}

Non-governmental organizations register in Ghana under two regulatory authorities: the Registrar-General’s office, in accordance with the Companies Act, and the Department of Social Welfare. Registration with the Registrar-General requires obtaining a professional financial audit. It vests the organization with the status of a company limited by guarantee. After obtaining this status, organizations ought to register with the Social Welfare department before starting operations. Registered NGOS must file annual returns to the office of the Registrar-General.\textsuperscript{193}

The registration of civil society organizations explicitly advocating for the rights or needs of LGBTIQ people is not permitted in practice, though nothing in the currently enacted laws expressly prevents LGBTIQ organizations from registering. Ghanaian LGBTIQ organizations that have managed to legally register have done so without explicitly referring to the focus area of their work. Founders of Ghanaian LGBTIQ organizations described feeling restricted from being explicit about their work because of prevailing anti-LGBTIQ norms and the criminalization of same-sex acts.\textsuperscript{194}

They fear that attempts to register openly might lead to unnecessary exposure for the organization and activists working there. Therefore, while registering, one organization stated that its objectives focus on embracing diversity among religious women, with no reference to sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, or sex characteristics (SOGIESC).\textsuperscript{195} A second founder referenced “vulnerable groups” in their organization’s registration.


\textsuperscript{192}Ibid, pp. 21-25.


\textsuperscript{194}Termed “unnatural carnal knowledge.”

\textsuperscript{195}Outright interview with Thema J. (pseudonym), location withheld, January 2022.
documents. Yet another organization referred to its target group as “key populations” because, at the time of registration, its focus was on HIV prevention initiatives.

A founder whose organization was able to register in 2015 told Outright that:

I knew from the beginning that if I stated anything about LGBTIQ [rights] the process wouldn't go through. So, I had to do things in a way that I would not be discriminated against. That's how I was able to get a legal document that says this is a registered organization.

According to another founder, their organization had planned to apply for registration with the office of the Registrar-General, clearly citing their objectives of working for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender persons’ rights. However, they could not find a professional auditor and company secretary in compliance with the requirements for registration: “They did not want to work with us as an LGBT organization. Now, with the entire situation in Ghana, this plan is on hold.”

One activist said he had been able to use some specific terms in the application for registration as a company limited by guarantee and managed to be successful. He told Outright:

We added certain terms in the objectives connoting LGBTIQ rights. We didn’t spell it out, but we added things like ‘gender non-conforming,’ ‘gender and sexual identities.’ The registration was accepted.

Groups in Ghana describe a range of positive and negative consequences associated with legal registration. Access to funding and donors is “the main reason why we registered.” Without this, “challenges are enormous; you can’t even get funding.” Also, “people tend to trust registered organizations... This gives you some credence that you’re organized with structures in place.” In addition, the legitimacy registration affords is critical for protection against hostile groups: “If you’re organizing a program and somebody wants to disrupt it, you have legal documents to back the claims of your work.”

Registration, however, can also expose LGBTIQ organizations to monitoring by state bodies as they must meet set standards to retain and renew their registration, such as filing annual returns under the Companies Act. According to activists, the Department of Social Welfare

---
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also requires CSOs to justify their implemented activities and allow the regulators to check their offices.\textsuperscript{208} The executive director of an organization serving men who have sex with men explained that this department “wanted to see evidence of outreach projects and they questioned why they were not seeing any women in the pictures and reports. It created a lot of tension for us.”\textsuperscript{209}

Presently, the introduction of the Human Sexual Rights and Family Values Bill and media sensationalism of LGBTIQ issues have contributed to a more difficult environment for Ghanaian LGBTIQ organizations. Activists said that the debate around the Bill has already interfered with their work and has discouraged LGBTIQ persons from attending programs and accessing services.

In some regions, LGBTIQ activists report that they have been unable to get facility managers to rent out meeting halls for their events: “The owners or managers would want to know exactly who you are and what you want the space for. If they got to know that you are [an LGBTIQ organization], they will refuse to give you the space.”\textsuperscript{210}

To cope, organizations have devised alternative strategies. One organization in the Ashanti region was able to find a welcoming facility to hold meetings outside their region. “Now, we transport participants from here to the place for training sessions. That’s additional money spent. We had to strategize to enable us to execute all our activities.”\textsuperscript{211}

Rebecca F., an activist working with LBQ persons in Accra, told Outright: “Organizing is very difficult. Now, target persons do not want any face-to-face meetings.” As a result, she said, some organizations no longer hold meetings in person, instead adapting social media platforms to disseminate information as “no police will arrest us on virtual platforms.”\textsuperscript{212} But even meetings on virtual platforms such as Zoom had become challenging because in some instances, invitation links had been circulated beyond the intended recipients, leading uninvited persons to join these meetings and contributing to fears that the meetings were being hacked.\textsuperscript{213} Virtual meetings are also difficult “because not all target persons are educated or use social media,” said another activist, Thema J.\textsuperscript{214} Participation levels of rightsholders are affected: “People who can’t use the internet or don’t have access to smartphones or cannot buy data cannot participate in or benefit from our activities.”\textsuperscript{215}

LGBTIQ organizations also reach out to target persons individually:

> We have tried to adopt one-on-one advocacy where we try to engage grassroots community members. We just talk to them in local languages so that they also benefit from our work.\textsuperscript{216}
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It remains to be seen whether the new anti-LGBTIQ Bill will be enacted. If so, it will severely impinge on the constitutionally guaranteed rights of LGBTIQ Ghanaians and their allies to freely associate, assemble, and advance and improve rights protections.

**India**

**LGBTIQ CSOs exist and can generally register openly**

Recent legal advancements in India have facilitated LGBTIQ organizing, but the government’s general hostility toward human rights work, and specific efforts to limit financial transactions from foreign donors, continue to imperil activists and their work.

In 2018, the Indian Supreme Court decriminalized homosexual conduct, ruling that the provisions of the Penal Code criminalizing same-sex acts are contrary to the constitution and violate fundamental rights.\(^\text{217}\) One Indian activist told Outright:

> The decriminalization of same-sex relationships in 2018 and the legal and government recognition of trans rights means there is no barrier to registering as LGBTQIA+ organizations now. But on a national level, the government has a hostility against all sorts of NGOs.\(^\text{218}\)

For a number of years, India has presented a challenging operating environment for civil society organizations as consecutive governments have restricted their activities.\(^\text{219}\) In a tactic used by many governments seeking to repress independent civil society, India’s Congress amended its Foreign Contributory Regulatory Act (FCRA) in 2010, requiring that non-governmental organizations obtain a license to receive funds from foreign sources and preventing organizations of a “political nature” from accessing foreign funding.\(^\text{220}\) The amended FCRA also reduces the allowed administrative expenses of NGOs to 20 percent of their budget, which could impact salaries.\(^\text{221}\) Rituparna Borah, co-founder and director of an LGBTIQ organization in India called Nazariya, said that her organization and other small and growing NGOs in India face significant challenges accessing funding from donor sources outside India as a result of the FCRA’s stringent certification requirements.\(^\text{222}\)

Restrictive government policies have not specifically targeted LGBTIQ organizations. But the consistent and increasing crackdown makes LGBTIQ activists in the country concerned that they will also be targeted. In addition, they fear working in solidarity with bigger, more controversial human rights movements. Saanvi D. (pseudonym), a representative of one LGBTIQ organization that responded to Outright’s questionnaire, wrote that the government’s repressive tactics against other NGOs, including arrests, contribute to an abundance of caution:


\[^{218}\]Saanvi D. (pseudonym), responses to Outright International’s questionnaire, March 2022.


\[^{222}\]Outright interview with Rituparna Borah, virtual, April 2023.
Although LGBTQIA+ activism is not currently at high risk to be targeted this way, we remain cautious about how we present ourselves, knowing the situation can change, and knowing what some of our allies have experienced... There is always some instability and fear that our organization will be placed under scrutiny and persecuted as has happened to other human rights defenders and organizations. LGBTQ organizations can [also] be at risk because of the marginalized sexuality and gender statuses... and because we align ourselves with other human rights defenders and progressive movements and participate in protests.223

The registration process is also unnecessarily cumbersome for many CSOs. Saanvi D.’s organization has not been able to complete the registration that will allow it to receive non-taxable donations and foreign funds independently without a third-party fiscal sponsor:

We have been making audit reports for several years. But the difficulty now is that the central government is anti-NGO, and there is a possibility of our applications being rejected. We don’t want to draw attention to ourselves and then be accused of anti-national activities (e.g., supporting protests) or any other sort of unfair scrutiny/financial accusation.224

The organization’s access to funds was cut off for eight months when its fiscal sponsor lost its registration under the amended FCRA. Saanvi D. said:

We had to give up our office and fundraise for partial salaries for our staff. Presently, most of the NGOs think it is very risky to do fiscal sponsorship in the current scenario. There is a lot of harassment of NGOs and general insecurity about being accused of ‘anti-national’ activity or receiving/misusing foreign funds.225

Despite challenges, Rituparna Borah noted that one positive aspect of India’s NGO registration laws is that they “allow for the listing of very wide objectives.” This allows organizations, as they naturally evolve to meet the changing needs of communities and movements, “to change direction without having to go through the registration process again.”226

Right: TULASI PARK AND TOWN HALL, BENGALURU, KARNATAKA, INDIA – 2018/12/09: A protester seen holding a placard saying can’t hide this pride during the protest. After the queer festival, the section 376 was amended in India decriminalising homosexuality hence the LGBTQIA+ community gathered together in Bangalore and held a March from Tulasi Park in Majestic to Town Hall and a lot of people also came to support. (Photo by Meghana Sastry/ SOPA Images/LightRocket via Getty Images)
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Indonesia

**LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible**

In December 2022, Indonesia’s Parliament enacted a new Penal Code criminalizing all sexual acts outside marriage and prohibiting unmarried couples from living together, effectively criminalizing same-sex intimacy across the country.227 Previously, same-sex sexual acts between consenting adults had been expressly criminalized in only two provinces, Aceh and South Sumatra. The new code, which is to come into effect in 2025, also outlaws public demonstrations and protests without permission, “insults” against government officials, and sharing views contrary to state ideology.228 Prior to this enactment, activists reported an “increase in persecutions against human rights defenders” and an “increase in violence rates aimed at LGBTIQ people in public spaces” in recent years.229

Even prior to the passage of the 2022 penal code, the Indonesian legal and political ecosystem did not permit the registration of LGBTIQ organizations. USAID found in a 2016 assessment that “CSOs can work freely in Indonesia under the 2013 law, except for those organizations working with religious minorities and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people.”230 The new law is likely to compound the challenges facing LGBTIQ organizations.

The 2013 Ormas Act sets forth three different registration processes: for foundations and incorporated associations, both of which are legal entities under Indonesian law, and for informal “ordinary associations” that do not have legal personality. The law requires both foundations and incorporated associations to submit their articles of association containing the association’s statutory purposes to a Public Notary and then to the local office of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights to obtain approval. Ordinary associations, in which individuals operate in their personal capacity, must obtain a registration certificate from the Ministry of Home Affairs or from the local government where the organization operates.231

The Ormas Act was amended through a government regulation in 2017 to allow for the government to ban organizations which “pose a threat to Pancasila [the Indonesian state philosophy] and the Constitution,” without judicial checks.232 Article 21 of the amended law

---


228 The provisions of the law on these are replicated below. According to article 256, “[a]ny person who, without prior notification to the authorities, organizes a parade, demonstration or demonstration on a public road or public place which causes disturbance to public interests, creates commotion or commotion in society, shall be punished with imprisonment for a maximum of 6 (six) months or a maximum fine of category II.” Article 240(1) provides that “[a] ny person who publicly or verbally or in writing insults the government or state institutions, shall be punished with a maximum imprisonment 1 (one) year and 6 (six) months or a maximum fine of category II.” Article 188(1) states as follows: “[e]veryone who spreads and develops the teachings of communism/Marxism-Leninism or other views that are contrary to Pancasila in public orally or in writing, including propagating or developing through any media, shall be punished with imprisonment for a maximum of 4 (four) years.” Ananda Teresia and Kate Lamb, “Indonesia Bans Sex Outside Marriage in New Criminal Code,” Reuters, 6 December 2022, https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/indonesias-parliament-passes-controversial-new-criminal-code-2022-12-06/ (accessed 24 May 2023).
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requires organizations to “maintain religious, cultural, moral, and ethical values and decency,” of particular concern to LGBTIQ organizations, especially following the 2022 criminalization of same-sex intimacy.\textsuperscript{233}

As a result of the hostile climate, LGBTIQ organizations are largely unregistered, or seek to obtain legal recognition by defining their objectives and programs under more general themes. An Indonesian LGBTIQ activist told Outright that “[We register] and mention... gender diversity ... key population health (HIV programming), as long as we do not mention the issue of human rights and equality for LGBTIQ people.”\textsuperscript{234} Such strategies assist in evading discriminatory state responses to applications for registration and in protecting persons whose names and identifiers are linked to application documents, and would otherwise be more vulnerable to targeted harassment.\textsuperscript{235} When organizations do attempt to be forthright about their objectives, they have been advised to change tack. Syahla A. (pseudonym), a representative of an Indonesian trans organization which has been legally registered since 2008, told Outright that when the organization sought registration, the notary advised that the applicants take out the Indonesian term for “transgender” as it is “not acknowledged in Indonesian legal nomenclature.”\textsuperscript{236} Outright is aware of another recent case in which an organization was denied registration because its name included the word “rainbow”; when it changed its name, the application was accepted.

Syahla A. said that despite the enforced name change, organizations that focus specifically on transgender issues face less hostility than those working on rights related to sexual orientation. According to Syahla A., “there is only a little risk that the organization will be deregistered as long as activities are geared towards social issues and not against Indonesian criminal law” because transgender persons (waria) are recognized socially in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{237}

Citing social barriers preventing registration, Rahmah B. (pseudonym), a representative of an organization dedicated to promoting LGBTIQ rights, disclosed that after getting registered with the office of the Public Notary, the organization did not attempt to register with the local office of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, which confers legal personality and incorporates organizations, because “the situations in [location withheld] do not allow this to happen. [It is] a hostile area for LGBTIQ persons, particularly towards trans folks.”\textsuperscript{238} Not having the approval of the Ministry
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connotes that such a group cannot act in its own name, only through individuals.\textsuperscript{239} This makes Rahmah B.’s organization, like many others, an “ordinary association,” i.e., one without legal status.\textsuperscript{240}

Indonesian activists noted that a lack of registration can mean a lack of funding, since registration aids access to funders “that require official registration documents, to prove that our organization is legitimate.”\textsuperscript{241} If they could register, one activist said, they could more easily collaborate with the local and national government and “get legal protection under the Ministry of Law and Human Rights of Indonesia.”\textsuperscript{242}

Even when organizations are registered, barriers to the right to freedom of association remain. A representative of one organization that works on gender diversity, social inclusion, and health programming told Outright that, although the organization is legally registered, on one occasion a bank rejected its application to open an account because “back then we still used LGBTIQ terminology in our organization profile.”\textsuperscript{243}

In spite of these challenges, Indonesian LGBTIQ organizations strive to “collectively carry out advocacy work with other CSOs” while prioritizing safety and security mechanisms.\textsuperscript{244}

**Nicaragua**

*LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is challenging and often not possible*

Nicaragua decriminalized consensual same-sex relations in 2008. Outright’s research did not surface recent cases in which LGBTIQ organizations were targeted specifically because of their work related to sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, or sex characteristics, although several representatives of LGBTIQ organizations mentioned instances of hate speech by politicians.

However, Nicaragua’s Law for the Regulation of Foreign Agents, passed in 2020, threatens the rights to freedom of association and assembly for all organizations that receive foreign funding, including LGBTIQ groups.\textsuperscript{245} The law defines foreign agents as:

> Any Nicaraguan natural or legal person or of any other nationality, that within Nicaragua receives funds, goods, or any object of value coming directly or indirectly, from foreign natural persons, Governments, Agencies, Foundations, Societies, etc.

It requires organizations to register as so-called foreign agents with the Ministry of Interior and report funding sources to the Financial Analysis Unit, and authorizes the cancellation of

\textsuperscript{239} Article 8 of the Staatsblad 1870–64 (Dutch Colonial State Gazette) states, “Associations that are not established as legal entities according to general regulations or are not recognized according to these regulations cannot carry out civil actions.” Also see International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, “Nonprofit Law in Indonesia,” https://cof.org/country-notes/nonprofit-law-indonesia, (accessed 24 May 2023).
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registration based on violating public order.\textsuperscript{247} So-called foreign agents risk closer surveillance of their activities and possible closure for those that do not align with government ideology.\textsuperscript{248} Specifically, and quite worrisomely, the law seeks to prohibit organizations that receive foreign funding “from intervening in political issues, activities or topics,” threatening them with sanctions if they do so.\textsuperscript{249} One activist told Outright that through this law, Nicaraguan lawmakers aim to silence legitimate criticism and monitoring of government efforts and policy engagement, affecting all CSOs, including LGBTQ organizations.\textsuperscript{250}

It appears that the legislation is designed and implemented to make compliance impossible.\textsuperscript{251} In May 2022, the Nicaraguan national assembly revoked the registration of 82 NGOs, totaling the amount of canceled CSO registrations to about 950 since 2018, on grounds of violating the foreign agents law.\textsuperscript{252} Maria J. (pseudonym), a representative of a transgender rights organization, told Outright that the closures were a form of “reprisals from the government against organizations who present themselves as contrary to the ideology of the current government.”\textsuperscript{253} Adriana D., an intersex rights activist, also informed Outright that “ally organizations” had been shut down due to “not complying with orders from the government.”\textsuperscript{254} The activist also expressed concern that LGBTQ organizations are at risk “if we truly focus our work in promoting the rights of our collective” because human rights work of any kind is perceived as anti-government:

\begin{quote}
[\textbf{Any} LGBTQ organization, regardless of size, is seen as a threat to the government because of the socio-political situation we live in... The politicians and government officials... have branded us as coup plotters by us simply claiming our rights as people.\textsuperscript{255}]
\end{quote}
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Other laws regulating the registration of civil society organizations include article 49 of the Nicaraguan Constitution, Law 1115, General Law of Regulation and Control of Non-Profit Organizations, May 2022 and Law 1127, passed in August 2022 to reform and expand upon Law 1115. These laws prescribe that representatives of organizations submit requests for registration to the Minister of Interior, after whose approval the organization must then register with the General Directorate of Registration and Control of NPOs (Non-Profit Organizations) of the Ministry of the Interior within 15 business days. Law 1115 also requires that organizations (NPOs) verify the identity and reputation of donors and beneficiaries, and retain funders’ identities for ten years.

The law gives regulators “broad discretion to deny legal recognition” of NGOs while wielding the power to restrict projects and funding, and government officials can interfere with organizations’ internal affairs. Government discretion in NGOs’ affairs is described by the International Center for Non-Profit Law as “excessive.”

All four LGBTIQ organizations in Nicaragua that Outright contacted for this research are not registered. Adriana D. told Outright that their organization had intended to register but that its efforts have not advanced because it lacks the funds, “does not have the proper contacts, and is not pro-government.” Adriana D. added, “[i]t is always possible [to register] when the organization requesting legal status is pro-government.” Another LGBTIQ activist said that their organization is unregistered due to the costs of registration, the “many bureaucratic requirements that limit the process” and the laws which oversee the operations of CSOs.

Because it is challenging for LGBTIQ organizations to register, they have challenges accessing international funding even if they do subject themselves to the scrutiny required under the Foreign Agents Regulation Law. Maria J., a transgender rights activist, elucidated:

> There are options to access funding through another umbrella organization as an administrator, but there are few donors who feel comfortable with this alternative. Moreover, it’s not possible to directly hire staff [under this scheme] and there is no autonomy in the implementation of budgets for projects.

With limited access to funding, unregistered LGBTIQ organizations “depend a lot on other
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organizations to be able to finance our activities.”

The alternative routes for establishing a basis for operations therefore invariably include “partnerships with other NGOs that aren’t necessarily LGBTIQ.” However, many organizations limit their partnerships out of fear that the government will paint them as opposition.

This socio-political situation and its impact on civil society means that “LGBTIQ organizations are weakening steadily because we do not have support from foreign organizations and much less from the state.” Maria J. (pseudonym) stated that the organization cannot liaise with government bodies and ministries and “cannot grow [because it] has limited access to funding” by virtue of being unregistered. LGBTQ activists in Nicaragua believe that the ability to register and operate openly would provide “increased access and resilience.” It would also enable organizations to administer sustainable grants, provide job opportunities for LGBTQ people and allow high-level advocacy for law and policy change. Presently, unregistered LGBTQ organizations do not have the opportunity to lobby for policy change, such as the full recognition of same-sex unions, because “they would not take into account our demands because we don’t exist legally.”

**Uzbekistan**

**LGBTIQ CSOs exist, but registration as openly LGBTIQ is prohibited or generally impossible**

Uzbekistan criminalizes consensual same-sex intimacy between adult males, with Article 120 of its criminal code providing for up to three years imprisonment. When Outright conducted research in 2018 for our first report on the right to register, we could not identify any LGBTQ organizations in Uzbekistan. For this report, we were able to contact three activists representing two different organizations. The legal and political environment still makes it extremely difficult for such organizations to operate, and neither organization identified by Outright is legally registered.

Democratic reforms beginning in 2016 gradually opened civil society space in Uzbekistan following years of repression of civil society under former president Islam Karimov, but restrictions continue to unduly limit the activities of civil society organizations across the board. The International Center for Non-Profit Law reports that Uzbek law allows for non-governmental organizations to be established “for protecting the rights and lawful interests of natural persons and legal entities; for achieving social, cultural and educational aims; to satisfy spiritual and other non-material needs; and for realizing other public benefit purposes.” However, the law also requires any group of people engaged in such activities to legally register as a national non-profit organization (NNO); all organizations that are not registered are considered illegal. Active participation in an illegal organization is subject to a fine and...
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a prison sentence of up to five years.\textsuperscript{275} Registration requirements are onerous, and the law allows the authorities to refuse to register an organization if its name offends the “morality, national or religious feelings of citizens.”\textsuperscript{276} Once registered, an organization must submit extensive activity reports to the Ministry of Justice, and must provide the Ministry with an astonishing level of detail in advance of holding any event.\textsuperscript{277}

In March 2021, the president of Uzbekistan issued a decree approving a Concept Paper on Development of Civil Society in 2021–2025 and a Road Map on Implementation of the Concept, which ICNL describes as “the most comprehensive package of civil society support since the start of Shavkat Mirziyoyev’s presidency.”\textsuperscript{278} But by April 2023, no significant reforms had been implemented, and a decree issued in July 2022 does not bode well for civil society independence: it requires that if any Uzbek non-profit organization receives international funding, the Ministry of Justice must appoint a public administration body to provide “practical assistance” to the non-profit organization in carrying out projects under the international grant.\textsuperscript{279}

Under these circumstances, and in the context of continued criminalization of same-sex intimacy under the Penal Code, Uzbek LGBTIQ organizations are disinclined to even attempt to register, despite the risks associated with operating without registration. LGBTQ activism in Uzbekistan is “almost impossible” as a result of intimidation from both the authorities and members of the public.\textsuperscript{280} Sergey D., an activist interviewed by Outright who works for an LGBTIQ organization that focuses on mental health, physical health, and human rights, said that although no provisions expressly outlaw LGBTIQ CSOs, they cannot attain legal status openly because article 120 creates security risks for anyone engaging openly in LGBTIQ organizing.\textsuperscript{281} Vitaliy S., an activist with another LGBTIQ organization founded in 2019 that also focuses on providing mental health services, shared this impression.\textsuperscript{282}

Sergey D. said that because his organization is unregistered, it cannot work with the government or national organizations, operate openly, access certain opportunities for fundraising and promoting visibility of its work, or legally access a digital audience without facing the risk or prosecution for operating illegally.\textsuperscript{283} The organization therefore works in “closed, informal groups for safety reasons. We use our trusted networks to reach the marginalized communities and subgroups within LGBTIQ populations that we serve.”\textsuperscript{284}
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Being unregistered also limits access to foreign funding. Sergey D. said that big, international donors—even those with physical presence in Uzbekistan—only want to fund projects by and work with registered organizations.285 It also means that his organization relies on a fiscal sponsor to access funding. In this case—because of the prevailing anti-LGBTIQ bias in Uzbekistan and because it is illegal to operate an unregistered organization—the fiscal sponsor is in a different country. As a result, its “sustainability completely depends on the domestic and foreign policy situation in the fiscal sponsor’s country.”286 Alsu A., a colleague of Sergey D., elaborated:

Our system of operations is very complicated. Entering into contracts and agreements can be tricky..... Because our methods of operation and accessing funds are so complicated, many organizations are not willing to work through complex arrangements with an unregistered organization.287

Sergey D. also explained that since the start of the Russian aggression against Ukraine, monetary transfers have also become more complicated due to the scarcity of currency in the region: “We have opened personal bank accounts in a different country to help us access funds from foreign donors. This is however only useful when donors accept such reports from personal accounts—it’s a small percentage of donors.”288

In addition to the inability of LGBTIQ organizations to register, they face other challenges in Uzbekistan, Sergey D. said: “We are not allowed to hold public gatherings or demonstrations such as in parks. They don’t allow more than three people to be gathered in public.”289 This is despite the fact that there is no written law that “specifically regulates rallies, meetings and demonstrations.”290 Alsu A. reported:

In 2012, 28 of us working on LGBTIQ issues met at a garden and the police arrested us, holding us from morning till evening and took our fingerprints and passport information. They filmed us while we were walking. This has created a long-lasting fear in the community, preventing people from participating in our events. We reduce the number of physical events we have, so as not to put ourselves and the people who let us use their spaces at risk. Events on human rights and SOGIE [sexual orientation, gender identity and expression] can be considered as propaganda, and that is dangerous for all of us.291

The perilous context leads to extensive pressure on LGBTIQ activists, as Sergey D. noted.292 In terms of letting office spaces, Sergey D. told Outright that “for a couple of years, we rented an apartment, but it was quite difficult as we kept getting threats from neighbors. We have decided to only rent spaces when we need them for events. We have two allies who rent safe spaces to us as needed.”293
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Working with people within and outside LGBTIQ communities can also be tricky. Alsu A. described how a former employee capitalized on the hostile environment to threaten the organization:

In 2020, a project ended, and we had to let the staff who was working on it go. He has since been blackmailing and threatening us that he will expose our activities to relevant state authorities. It is tricky to hire and fire staff because the people who work with us have detailed information about our identities and our work.\textsuperscript{294}

As a result, “this lack of trust and the need to maintain secrecy of activities” also makes the movement in Uzbekistan fragmented.\textsuperscript{295} Alsu A. explained that “Our work, by its very nature, is risky [because of the environment]. This put us and our families at risk.”\textsuperscript{296} In 2021, a mob attacked a “group of fans of Japanese animation films and Korean K-pop music” whom they perceived to be gay. Police responded to the incident by blaming the attack on alleged provocations by Miraziz Bazarov, an independent blogger loosely linked to the fan group who had publicly urged the decriminalization of consensual same-sex conduct.\textsuperscript{297} Later that same day, unknown assailants brutally attacked Bazarov; he subsequently said he believed his assailants were from the State Security Service.\textsuperscript{298} Alsu A. said that the police baiting of Bazarov set off a chain of events in which LGBTIQ people were targeted both by the authorities and members of the public:

This led to demonstrations by Islamic extremists, gathered at the main square in Tashkent, the capital city, demonstrating their hatred for the LGBTIQ people. There were also police raids targeting our communities. Any positive statement or public support for LGBTIQ rights immediately puts our entire communities at risk. It provokes a very extremist, radical reaction by people who are ready to attack and even kill us.\textsuperscript{299}

As a result, she said, “We cannot do our work publicly. Our priority is to ensure our safety and security.”\textsuperscript{300}

\textbf{Right:} Blogger Miraziz Bazarov lies on a stretcher upon his arrival at a hospital after he was beaten by a group of unidentified men in Tashkent, Uzbekistan March 29, 2021. Picture taken March 29, 2021. (REUTERS/Timur Karpov)
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While legal registration remains out of reach, supporting the nascent movement in Uzbekistan will require dedication and creativity. Vitaliy S. summarized:

> For us, support matters a lot—from within and outside Uzbekistan. It is important to find allies and donors who understand our contexts and are willing to work around the complex situations we find ourselves in.\(^{301}\)

**Yemen**

No known LGBTIQ organizations exist, and there are likely barriers to registration stemming from criminalization of same-sex intimacy or gender diversity

The Yemeni penal code prohibits same-sex sexual activity between consenting adults, with a maximum penalty of death by stoning.\(^{302}\) The major barriers preventing the registration of LGBTIQ organizations in Yemen include severe social stigma against promoting LGBTIQ rights, repressive laws that criminalize same-sex sexual activity with the death penalty, the prevalence of homophobia and the sweeping influence of religious leaders over societal matters.\(^{303}\) The extensive humanitarian and human rights crises in Yemen have also put human rights defenders at risk and rendered social organizing extremely challenging. Although a cease-fire largely holds between the Saudi-backed government and the Houthi rebels, there is no durable peace agreement, and Yemen remains territorially divided, with 80% of the population reportedly under Houthi control while the internationally recognized government flounders.\(^{304}\) Both parties to the conflict have targeted LGBTIQ people, who have few sources of support and no access to redress within the country.\(^{305}\)

On paper, Yemen’s Associations and Foundations Law is less onerous than laws governing civil society in many other Gulf countries. But the International Center for Non-Profit Law reports that the government has issued regulations that restrict organizations’ activities and
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access to funding beyond what is provided for by law. Since 2021, they are also required to obtain annual licenses to operate, even if they are registered. And even when they do obtain licenses, the civil conflict in Yemen complicates the ability to operate: “they are considered illegitimate in some areas of the country if their licenses were obtained in other areas.”

These positive and negative aspects of associative space in Yemen have little relevance for LGBTIQ people, who run the risk of being subjected to the death penalty if their identities are exposed through activism. Outright identified two organizations in Yemen that work, in some measure, with sexual and gender minorities. Representatives of these organizations affirmed that there are no organizations in Yemen, to their knowledge, that are wholly devoted to LGBTIQ people’s well-being or human rights.

One of these organizations is registered, without reference in its registration documents to its work with LGBTIQ populations, but has faced serious obstacles to operating freely. Abbud K. (pseudonym), a representative of the organization, said that although, by virtue of registration, their staff ought to be able to “move freely without harassment from security agencies,” this has not been the case:

Registering under general themes did not spare us from repeated harassment by the authorities, which hinders our work and puts us under constant supervision and investigations.

In 2021, according to Abbud K., the government refused to renew the organization’s permit based on accusations from local authorities that the organization receives funding from “foreigners and Jews in order to spread sexual immorality,” by “working in the LGBTQ field.” While the organization remains officially registered, Abbud K. said that the loss of a license led to a decrease in fundraising capabilities, forcing the organization “to stop paying the employees’ salaries and reduce the work team,” and raising a fear of prosecution:

If it is proven that we are working in the LGBT field, the official registration may be withdrawn, and this will make us liable to a trial [where the court] may prescribe the punishment of a death sentence.

The other organization is unregistered and has not officially initiated a registration process. It has considered seeking to register by describing the organization’s work as based on general themes including youth, women’s issues, and development, but its representative was ambivalent as to the benefits of registration, noting that “[registration] makes you liable.” They explained that with registration, CSOs would need to provide the donors’ names and details of projects to state authorities for approval before they can implement them.

According to the representative, Yaafiah A., “[y]ou could be taken to court and prosecuted if you violate the objectives of the organization. You could be subject to the death penalty if the court knows
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that you worked on LGBTQ issues.” Outright has not found instances where Yemeni LGBTIQ advocates have faced trial in Yemen, but it remains very risky for organizations to operate. Even the fact that they must hide their true target audiences puts them at risk.

Abbud K., the representative of the organization that is registered, informed Outright that registration enabled the organization to communicate with other organizations from an official position, promoting its status and respect within the civil society space. But registration does expose them to state scrutiny. Staff are monitored through their phones and emails, Abbud K. said, causing them to be extremely careful in implementing their activities. They added that “[the context] makes it difficult for us to involve LGBTIQ people in the basic structure of the work team and affects how we carry out advocacy for LGBTIQ causes.”

Deregistration and the constant threat of deregistration or cancelation of operating licenses affect the ability of human rights organizations and activists to work in the short- and long-term, preventing advancement of rights and the sustainability of movements.
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IV. Relevant International Human Rights Law
IV. Relevant International Human Rights Law

The rights to freedom of association and assembly are well established in international law, notably through article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). The ICCPR defines freedom of association as the right of people to join together in groups in order to pursue common objectives or interests, including joining organizations. Article 2 of the ICCPR requires countries to adhere to all the rights in the covenant, including freedom of association, without discrimination, including on grounds of sexual orientation. Other international and regional human rights instruments that recognize the right to freedom of association include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (article 20), the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (article 7), the African Charter on Human And Peoples’ Rights (article 10), the American Convention on Human Rights (article 16), the Arab Charter on Human Rights (article 28), and the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders (article 5).

This right is not absolute: restrictions on freedom of association are permissible only on certain clearly specified grounds. Limitations of the right to freedom of association can be imposed to maintain “public order:” rules that ensure the peaceful functioning of society. Freedom of association may also be restricted for “the protection of public health or morals.” A restriction based on “public health” is only legitimate in a situation in which the activities of an association pose a serious threat to the health of the population or individuals within it.

318 ICCPR, arts. 19, 22.
319 ICCPR, art. 22.
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321 Certain other requirements are necessary under international law to justify freedom of association restrictions. Notably, restrictions can only be imposed if they meet the standard of being “necessary in a democratic society.” This implies that the limitation must respond to a pressing public need and be oriented along the basic democratic values of pluralism and tolerance. The term “necessary” also contains the principle of proportionality. It requires a careful balancing of the intensity of a measure with the specific reason for the limitation. In applying a limitation, a state is to use no more restrictive means than are required for the achievement of the purpose of the limitation. ICCPR, art. 22.
323 Ibid., art. 21.
Well-accepted international principles have indicated that governments must not use notions of public morality “to restrict any exercise of the rights to public assembly and association solely on the basis that it affirms diverse sexual orientations or gender identities.” Efforts by states and governments to encroach on the ability of LGBTIQ organizations from registering and operating contravene these established rights.

The UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights to Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association has made recommendations to several countries on their responsibilities to uphold these rights with regard to LGBTIQ populations. The Rapporteur noted the restrictive nature of laws regulating civil society in Zimbabwe, urged the non-discriminatory application of laws across communities including LGBTIQ groups in Sri Lanka, and recommended the protection of the safety of LGBTQ groups in Armenia, among others.

As many governments seek to restrict foreign funding for civil society groups, international principles posit that legal provisions restricting foreign funding must not risk the effective operations of non-governmental organizations. The Special Rapporteur’s 2022 report recommends that states ensure that both registered and unregistered CSOs:

… fully enjoy the right to seek, receive and use funding and other resources from natural and legal persons, whether domestic, foreign or international, without prior authorization or other undue impediments.

---
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### Annex: List of Countries Surveyed

#### LGBTIQ CSOs Exist and Can Generally Register Openly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Botswana, Cabo Verde, Lesotho, Madagascar, Seychelles, and South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>Bhutan, Cambodia, Fiji, India, Japan, Nepal, The Philippines, Samoa, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Timor-Leste, and Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Caribbean</td>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda, The Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, The Dominican Republic, Guyana, Saint Lucia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, and Suriname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Middle East and North Africa (MENA)</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### LGBTIQ CSOs Exist, but Registration As Openly LGBTIQ Is Challenging and Often Not Possible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Angola, Mozambique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>Kiribati, Laos People’s Democratic Republic, Mongolia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and Tonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Caribbean</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Middle East and North Africa (MENA)</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### LGBTIQ CSOs Exist, but Registration As Openly LGBTIQ Is Prohibited or Generally Impossible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Benin Republic, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Eswatini, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Kenya, Liberia, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>Bangladesh, China, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Vanuatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Caribbean</td>
<td>Cuba, Dominica, Grenada, Haiti, and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Middle East and North Africa (MENA)</td>
<td>Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, the Occupied Palestinian Territories, and Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>Belarus and Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Nascent LGBTIQ Organizations Exist and It Is Not Yet Clear Whether Registration As Openly LGBTIQ is Possible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>Micronesia and Palau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No Known LGBTIQ CSOs Exist, but There Are No Clear Legal Barriers to Registration (Same-Sex Intimacy, Gender Diversity, and LGBTIQ Organizing Are Not Legally Prohibited)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Central African Republic, Djibouti, Gabon, and São Tomé and Princípe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>Marshall Islands and Nauru</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No Known LGBTIQ CSOs Exist, and There Are Likely Barriers to Registration Stemming From the Criminalization of Same-Sex Intimacy or Gender Diversity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Comoros, Eritrea, The Gambia, and South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>Afghanistan, Brunei Darussalam, Maldives, North Korea, Solomon Islands, Turkmenistan, and Tuvalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Middle East and North Africa (MENA)</td>
<td>Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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